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DIARY OF L.W.E. DEVENISH
VOLUME 2
1949 – 1951
Transcribed and Edited by P.G. Hendy

The diary was hand written in ink in a ruled 10” x 8” hard-back exercise book. I
have used the original spelling and punctuation wherever possible. Original diary
page numbers shown on the left or right in the text. Pages are numbered 1 to 238, and
also 237 (starting page 3) to 472 (page 238). Some series of numbers are crossed
through; Luke was clearly indecisive about which system to use. Volume 1 of the
diary ends at page 165 on 26th April 1949, so the numeration does not follow on from
the previous diary, although there is no gap in the records.

Blue “SEE PAGE” in the left-hand column was printed using a printing set.
This transcription is numbered at the bottom of each page, and this pagination has
been used for the full index.
Abbreviations: A.D. = All Day
A.M.= Morning
P.M. = Afternoon
full = Full exploration (ie. bottoming) of cave
At the time that this diary was written, Swildon’s Hole was known only as far as
Sump II. All of the Upper Series, including part of the Oxbows (Tributarys) had been
explored, but further exploration was blocked by Balch’s ban on pushing beyond the
grotto at the back of Tratman’s Temple. A trip to Sump II was therefore known as a
“full Swildon’s”, and was not to be undertaken lightly.
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NOTES ON PHOTOGRAPHS
The original photographs were inserted starting at the back of the diary and working
forward. For ease of reference, the photographs in this transcription are placed in
chronological order. Most photographs were 4” x 3” glossy, with a white border.
They are hinged in the diary with brown gummed paper. Luke did not process his
photographs; they were all printed professionally. Most have had the contrast and
brightness altered, using Adobe Photoshop, and the size has been altered to fit the A4
paper on which this transcription is printed.
The captions are as shown in black. “SEE PAGE” is printed in blue behind the
photographs.
The backs of the photographs are printed:
COPYRIGHT OF L. DEVENISH
c/o HOPE AGAR, PINBNER HALL
AUSTIN FRIARS, LONDON E.C.2
WHEN RE-ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE
THESE NUMBERS AND SIZE REQUIRED
They are also generally printed NEG. FILM, with the negative number written by
hand , and the film number printed, eg. NEG. 39 FILM 191
Detail in blue was printed on with a rubber stamp. Dates are printed on the backs of
some photographs, using a rubber stamp, and sometimes other pairs of numbers, eg.
‘26 23’, have been printed on – often these have been struck through.
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2
Ladders. = #
1
2 x 1” wide 5/32” x 6” rungs on 1/2” SWR. length 25’
2

1 x 1/2” wide 5/32 x 6” rungs “ 5/8”

“

3

1 x 1/2” w “ 5/32 x 6” “

“

4

2 x 1/2

5

1 x 1/2” diam 18g tube soldered on 3/8

6

“ 5/32 x 6” “

“ 1/2

“

1/2

“

25’

“ 25’ Given to E.A.G.
having been condemned
owing to one end at a rung coming
undone.
“
“ 25’
“

U.S. length 24’

1 x 3/4” diam 16g tube with 5/8” plug tabbe on 1/2” “ 25’

7
1 x 1/2” diam 16g tube
on Item 2 “ 25’
________________________________________________________________________________
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Thur 28 Apr 49 PM
Museum
Repaired the bones removed 26 Feb & 26 March not much progress was
made. Washed bones removed 5 & 12 March.
Sun May 49 AD.
Middle Down Drove Dig
I
Howard Vin.
Sat 30 May 49 PM.
Badgers.
Balch Hucker
I was installing the new hauling ropes for the ropeway. Fixed the ladder
Miller Howard
to the tree went up and fixed the pulley & passed the wire through it.
J. Bird T. Smalley
Removed the old pulley and rope. Much valuable assistance given by the
P. Duck & a scout
scout. Greased the wires. A pipe was fixed to the drum to prevent the
wheel chafing the wire. Hauling wire 50x tripling wire 25x
Tackle
A portion of the tusk was removed and taken to Wells.
Ladder 1.
2 slings.
4 carabiners
1 digging rope.
Sun 1 May 49 AD.
Middle Down Drove Dig
Howard Vincent
Arrived to find that there had been consider-able falls from the sides of the shaft –
Tom Smalley
th most of this was removed and considerable trimming of the shaft was carried
out to Enable the lining to be fitted. The lining was built on the surface. It
SEE PAGE
comprised 3 squares of timber 4’ sides with 2 x 8’ lengths of corrugated on each
446-443
side. Vincent having left Howard & I manhandled the liner to the edge of the shaft
and then lowered it on the ropeway. It did not fit so we lifted it
___________________________________________________________________________________
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MDDD (cont)
Out again and tow Howard trimmed the shaft. We tried the liner again – it fitted so
we bedded it down & started filling in round it. The pinion for the pawl on the

1

lifting drum came off. The bolt holding it had sheared. We found we could operate
the windlass successfuly without it. Two people can work the dig efficiently but –
though fast it is fairly hard work for the man on the windlass. The running wire
over
needs offsetting as it is not truly nu /
the shaft.
Fri 13 May 49 PM
Museum.
I spent some time trying out the Burgess Vibro tool on breccia – it does the
job very well, but even so is slow. It appears that a chisel edge tool would be
more effective than a pure point. Dust, noise and vibration proved to be
slightly unpleasant.
Badgers.
Sat 14 May 49 PM.
Balch Miller Hucker Little work was done owing to discussions with the party. I took them down
Hodgkinson
to see Hyaena den. Told Hallam about the Vibro tool he was very interested.
Mr Hallam
Two Bialladins and two large acetylene lamps of mine were used.
2 children
Came back to the & party from Taunton museum and did su some work on
the boule I started yesterday, When I finished the point of the tool was quite
blunt, but continued to work. The whole instrument was very hot and the
lubricant was beginning to splash about.______________________________
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South Crofty Mine. (New Cooks Kitchen shaft)
Wed 18 May 49 AM
Mr Thormison
Changed and went down by cage to We got off at about 1800’ and walked
round the level, and looked at the bottom of the second shaft. For the most
part the passages were about 4’ wide and 6’ high. The actual mining was
done above the passages, and the cut rock sent down through shutes.
We then decended to a lower level by climbing down 120’ ft of ladder. I
was told that all ladders are of 10” pitch. We wee now on the lowest level but
one. We went to look at a point where they were cutting a passage to join a
neighbouring mine. They had drilled through a “crosscut” (a transverse layer
of muck cutting the seam (vertical) at right angles). Quite a lot of water was
issuing it was quite warm (above body temp.) The mine was for the most part
warm. The working was done on the “underhand stope” principle. As time
was short we could not decend to the bottom level.
Fri 20 May 49 PM
Perranporth
Investigated a number of holes in the cliffs on the west end of the beach.
Some of these are lengthy sea caves, apparently on the line of a fault. The
remainder of the holes are mine workings, an Most of which have vert______
Perranporth (cont)
6 240
cial ical shafts going up and down. The shafts are all water filled at about sea level,
Occ about 20’ below heading level. The longest heading goes in about 200’. It
terminates in a shaft, which goes up and down. Looking down the water can be seen
about 20’ below, beyond which the shaft can be seen continuing downwards into
blackness. This passage has in all 3 shafts. A number of upper workings were seen
but not visited. One heading ended in a shaft filled to heading level with water,
which was in probably 20’ higher than the water in the other headings.
Wed 1 June 49 PM
Perranporth.
John Oates. 441,
Photographed sea caves and old mine workings on in the cliffs
442 & 442
441
SEE PAGEs
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Fri 3 June 49 PM.

Sat 4 June 49 PM.
Hucker Miller

Museum
Continued the breccia encased bone commenced on 13/5/49. A chisel edge
seems to do more work than a point. Some hardening was applied. The
H.M.P. grease becomes very fluid S So Id tied a rag round the end of the tool
to eliminate splashing grease.
Badgers.
I arrived very late and spent some time talking. I did little sorting. One of
the pulleys on the carrier has broken Its replacement while necessary is not
very urgent.

Balch Knight.
1 7 Others.
AD.
241 7 5
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Sun 5 June 49 PM PM
MDDD
Howard P. Hobbs
Went to the site and found that the tackle had been disorganised by cows.
Tackle 1 (Own).
we fixed it. Both running ropes have been considerably damaged, having
Ladders 2 & 5 & tether been caught in the bearings. Dropped the longer portion of l #5. down the 4
Carabs V Sling
shaft. There had been considerable settling of earth. The shaft is slightly
distorted and appears to have settled. Went down a/nd started digging. We
were tipping at the side of the shaft. Ladder 5 gave out – many of the rungs
slipping. We replaced it with ladder 2. We made 2’ or 3’ progress – it was
very sticky. Below the shaft which is resting on solid we appear to have solid
on three sides. We finished digging and cleaned and greased all the bearings
of the pulleys. The single lifting bull pulley bearing is wearing badly.
Possibly due to abrasive dust getting in the grease, of which there was plenty.
Mon 6 June 49 AD.
MDDD .
Vincent Howard
Arrived to find that the cows had escaped and were o grazing on the wheat
Derek
field. Rounded them up.
Ladder 2. 4 carabs
Started work – it was very sticky and there was a considerable drip,
V Sling 20’ tether
which gradually died down. We are now about 6’ below the
bottom of the shaft. A large lr mass of rock___________________________
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was destroyed with a plaster of 2 sticks P.A.G. (G) & 1 det. It is still
uncertain whether this was an isolated mass or part of the solid. The shot did
no other damage, but caused a considerable increase in the drip.
Tues 7 June 49 AD.
MDDD
Howard Derek
Arrived to find all in order. Continued deepening Yesterdays shot had
shattered rock for a depth of about 3’ The character of the place is becoming
more obvious. The strata is dipping S. at about 30o and we are following a
number of vertical water worn fissures filled with clay. A rock on the SE.
was demolished with one stick P.A.G. (G) There is evidence of of It may be
necessary to erect supplementary shuttering to keep out stray falling boulders,
one of which fell whilst we were covering the hole after work
Sat 11 June 49 PM.
Museum
Continued the bone in the breccia. It is showing signs of breaking
up. The new parallel shank chisel edge tool seems very satisfactory.
Sat 18 June 49 PM.
Badgers
Balch Hucker Miller
Fixed new pulley w onto the bucket of the ropeway.
Did some sorting having arrived late after waiting in vain for Mrs Hooper.
There was the usual miscellaneous collection of scrap.

3

Sun 19 June 49 PM
William Howard
Derek
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MDDD
Went down and removed two large boulders which had fallen down whilst
we were covering the hole last time we worked. They had fallen from above
the rock which we blasted.
A tiresome period of removing a very tenacious clay from the flow
followed. Until fl small opening was exposed on the N side of the rift. It
could be seen to go down for about 6’. Further digging of the floor disclosed
a large boulder. 1 Stick P.A.G (G) was fired on this as a plaster. It did
virtualy nothing so Will went down to see what he could do. He successfuly
opened the opening at the end of the rift. Howard went down and said that it
seemed to be choked. We decided that the rock I had blasted would have to
be removed. It is solid & goes down for about 6’ – is 4’ wide long an 2’wide.
We have exposed a beatiful rock wall on We the W side, which is separated
from the boulder by a narrow 6” clay filled rift.
The bucket is beginning to look very tired.___________________________
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F Tues 21 June 49 PM.
MDDD
Stanton
William started by removing some clay & rock from the rock we decided to
fired
remove last week. Then I put
3 sticks (3/4 lbs in all) P.A.G.(G) as a
Tackle
plaster on the side of the rock and li. This seems to have destroyed it fairly
#2, 4 Carabs
well. I was removing the pieces when I decided that two overhanging 2
Tethers
boulders noticed on Sunday looked frighteningly precarious so we rem
brought them down. The upper one was about 2’ square and 15” thick – the
lower about 4’ square & 18” thick. 1/3 & 2/3 sticks P.A.G. (G) were plastered
and fired on these. Fe The former unsuccessfuly. When the smoke had
cleared, I inspected. The det from the small charge had come up when the
wire was hauled out and was fired separately. I laid two sticks more, one on
each rock. The large o rock had w been broken into two portions, one of
which was too large to handle. The other charge was laid as a plaster to
destroy the former unfired charge and demolish the rock. Bothe charges fired
and did what was expected of them. Great difficulty was experienced in
removing the smoke & fumes. An acetylene lamp was tried without much
success.________________________________________________________
PM
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Fri 24 June 49 AD
MDDD
William
Arrived to find all in order. Removed the old damaged lifting wire &
replaced it with a new one – 55 yards of it. Greased it. Fitted up & greased
the cradle & pulley. Shortened the static wire & greased the strainer. Cou
#2, 4 Carabs
Started removing the shattered rocks – made good progress. There was also
2 Tethers
quite a lot of clay to remove. The new short crowbar proved extremely
useful. It is very light and gives sufficient leverage for most purposes. One
r
or two la ge lumps were easily shattered in with a few blows from the
hammer.
We lifted two large boulders bodily, they had been disclosed by f the falling
rocks. We are not down to the original level yet.
A plaster of 1 stick P.A.G. (G) was fired to demolish a rock – very
efficiently. We tried the blower to remove the fumes. Pointing down the
4

shaft it had caused great turbulence but seemed to maintain a closed circuit – it might
be more successful when pointed upwards. This however neccessitated going into
the fumes. It is rather heavy to handle._____________________________________
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Sat 25 June 49 PM.
Badgers.
Balch Miller
Was sorting Miller was working right hand wall, until they disclosed the
1 Others. Aplin
mandible of bos ?? This was left in situ pending a plaster removal. They
Loweth
attacked the hard earth at the entrance to the low burrow on the right. They soon
an
produced a fine cannine of U Arctos? Took sever and / incisor – as yet
unidentified
Took several of the party to the Hyaena den.
Badgers
Mon 27 June 49 PM.
Fully exposed the side and edges of the mandible. It is in fair condition. It is lower
See page 441 left mandible of bos. The characteristic teeth are plainly visible, ales also the front
48
where it joins the right. No incisors are vi present. Took two photos using ribbon –
lateral and superior aspects of the teeth. Also found a small incis.
Tues 28 June 49 AM
Badgers
possibly badger
Started undercutting the mandible whilst doing this it collapsed before I could
support it. Removed it in pieces. Started work on the bone below the mandible – it
is a rib possibly bos – it is in fairly good condition: exposed about 9”, when I had to
leave because I had broken all my scriber points.
P.M. Having had scribers redressed and a new tool made from 5/16” silver steel
resumed the attack on the rib. Found another bone beside it – possibly vertebra.
When I left there were about 14” of rib exposed – it__________________________
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is running back into the bank – there is no sign of an it finishing.
Wed 29 June 49 AD
MDDD
William.
Arrived and found all in order. Installed a break brake on the lifting drum, the
Wires of it need greasing. Started work lowering the floor – after some progress one
Tackle.
Decided that some shoring was neccessary on one side – installed it. More timber is
# 2. 4 Carabs neccessary to receive it. Disclosed an interesting looking fissure beneath the shoring.
2 Tethers
On tring trying to lift a large boulder we broke the static the static wire
came unfastened at the upper end. remedied this and lifted the boulder out – the
biggest yet. T Owing to the sag the boulder grounded on the dump when we tried to
pull it with the windlass, the windlass shifted. Dragged it well out of the way with
the jeep.
Another fissure was disclosed neare the one down which Howard went. The grab
seems to have a certain value for moving boulders round which it is impossible to fix
the chain.
Fri 1 July 49 PM.
Badgers.
Continued the rib & vertebra – the latter is very fragile – it is breaking up. It
appears that much of the bank will have to be cut away._________________
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Sat 2 July 49 A.M.
Swildons
Rev. Philips
Went down the Pretty way to the 40’ & up the wet way, coming out by thee
entrance waterfall. He enjoyed himself. Uneventful trip.
Sat 2 July 49 PM.
Badgers.
Balch Hucker
Continued the rib – covered it over completely with debris from the bank which

5

Miller William
Howard & others
Loweth
PM
Sun 3 July 49 AM.
Howard William
Derek
SEE PAGE
440
Lat N 51o 16’ 25”
Long W2o 35’ 27”

Mon 4 July 49 AM
Mr. & Mrs Philips
Tues 5 July 49 PM.

Thur 7 July 49 PM.

Fri 8 July 49 PM.

d

is getting very hard – had to use long crow bar & 12lb sle/ ge to shift some of
it. The others were working round behind the bank and found it is heavily
cemented with calcite. They also found a stalagmite. on
Mendip
Examined two the fissures on Wells Hill Plantation – found it very tight – it
has not changed since I last saw it. Inspected the new dig by the farm pond in
the same field - I do not think it will go.
Looked at a small sw cave in a quarry by Chewton Mendip – it is beatufuly
beautifuly waterworn and might yield to digging.
The Went to Buddles wood area – Will found some nice rock specimens.
They all expressed a desire to go down the one of the shafts
. Wort Pit was next examined where a small opening on one side was
discovered also some good fossils.
At Von Pits farm no open hole could be seen and we looked at Devils
punchbowle and the adjacent_______________________________________
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swallet. The line of depressions is said to be due to mining (Bert Russel.)
Howard & William then went down Hollowf Hollowfield swallet. The
sloping entrance g soon comes into a 40’ vertical rift, with a small passage
going down the dip, leading off the bottom. It was very tight. Subsequently I
was told this was an old mine working.
Swildons
Went down the Pretty way & up the wet way. An uneventful journey. Very
heavy drip was noticed near the entrance – due to condensation.
Museum
Finished removing the f bone from the breccia – it has come out fairly well.
Also removed – the remainder of the tooth & started repairing it. Repaired
some bone fragts removed from near the rib.
Museum
washed
Made a sieve for the glass dish, and started washing the mandible we have
provisionaly identified it as horse. Parts of it are in very poor condition. The
sieve has proved invaluable.
Museum.
Gave H.E.B. mandible photo. Washed a small broken bone removed
last Saturday. Mandible should be dry on Monday._____________________
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Sat 9 July 49 PM.
Hucker Miller

Badgers.
Continued the rib – have exposed the far end of it – it is broken. H.E.B.
in situ
wants photos of it and the vertebra /
He thinks it may be elephant.
Balch Howard
Also spent
Colin Sandy Nelson considerable time trying to smash a calcite floor by the entrance to the right
& Others LHoweth hand passage.
H.E.B. proposes to open the jeep pit next week if it is fine – went to try if I
could put fencing posts in & found that steel posts would probably go in for
about 18”.
Mon 11 July 49 AD
Museum.
Started work on the mandible – made considerable progress, It is in fairly bad
6

condition. The extreme front end of the R.H. Mandible is also present & has
a contact to the L.H.
Tues 12 July 49 PM
Museum.
Joined major portions of the mandible. Three of the teeth have gone into
position in on one side of the mandible. I am leaving the portion detached so
that the entire tooth may be examined. There still remains considerable
tidying up to do.
W Thur 14 July 49 AM
Swildons
J. Leach, P. Hobbs
An uneventful by but much enjoyed trip down the Pretty and to the 40’ &
Anne Rithie & Alice on up the wet way and entrance waterfall._____________________________
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Sat 16 July 49 PM.
Bat. Badgers.
Balch Hucker Miller Balch William Vincent & self started the jeep pit. A photograph was taken
w Colin Vincent Derek before we commenced work. Much modern pottery was found together
Loweth Stanton
with some bones, slate & coal (or charcoal). Also some broken stalagmite
floor and the
base of a straw stalactite. Spent some time hauling timber to cover the hole.
Digging was very hard as the ground was stony.
The others digging the right hand passage found a canine (unidentified) and
Tues
a knuckle end of a bone.
Badgers.
19 July 49 PM.
Continued removal of the vertebra – it is beginning to look more like one
although it is very shaky.
Thur 21 July 49 PM.
Badgers
See pages
Exposed as much of the vertebra as seemed advisable. Then took photos
438. 439
using either Mg ribbon or carbide & candles. They both seem nearly ready
for lifting. Also exposed what appears to be a small tooth, but did not remove
this.
Fri 22 July 49 PM
Badgers.
Plastered the rib and removed it – it is very effective. The Vertebra
collapsed whilst I was trying to apply the plaster – it is very rotten._________
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Sat 30 July 49 PM.
Badgers.
Miller Stanton
I was repairing the ropeway, the upper pulley having come adrift – also
Loweth Mr & Mrs
repacked it with grease. The others were digging the jeep pit. They came
Howeth
across a solid floor and had cut through a stalagmite floor
Brown
O.N.D. Mr. Hodgkinson
Tackle
1 V Sling
2 Slings
4 Carabs
#4
70’ Digging rope
Sun 31 July 49 PM.
Western Mendip.
Howard Vincent
Inspected the open shaft in Charterhouse works workings. Velvet Bottom
Arthur William
East of the road. It is only about 25’ deep – no side passages. We then
examined another passage near by – it is mostly horizontal and has been

7

worked– there are traces of drr drilling in it.
In Examined a hole in the Long wood which William had heard about from
Mr.Young – it is an old mine working and is filled with tinder timber. o. It is
on the right hand side half way up the slope and 30 yards further down than
the cavin at the end of the wall.
Next we went to Rhio “Rhino rift” an interesting looking fissure which I
was scared to enter. The others reported that it did not go very far.
Then were went to Sandford hill and decended the Cave Pearl mine. This
involved 70’ of ladder. The entrance shaft is down a 3’ rift between two `
sloping steeply dipping strata. It was easier to come up than down. W th We
only examined the lower level.______________________________________
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There are two passages here. One going East for about 200’ – 300’ showing
much recent dripstone, and having a beatiful solution chamber in it. The other
goes West and has the cave pearl n nest and some lovely gours in it. This
passage whose entrance artificialy blocked (by William for preservation)
passes under a mass of loose boulders – very frightening.
Badgers.
Sat 6 Aug 49 PM.
Balch Miller Hucker Digging the jeep pit. We were cutting back the s uphill side of the pit. There
Loweth Stanton Green were no finds and it appears that the cave system if it existed does not do so
Colin
now. Tested #7.
Sun 7 Aug 49 A PM.
Swildons (full+)
Howard Colin William
Went down the middle way to the 40’ laid #3,4, and went down. Was
then
down in 30” min from entrance. Went on alone to 20’ laid #7, and
the
Tackle.
others arrived.Went down on lifeline then via Barnes’ loop to sump. We left
# 3,4,7. 100’ Nylon
Willie digging Priddy Green passage. Colin, Howard and self went on to
2 tethers 2 x 3’ slings (SWR) sump 2. We investigated a number of passages en route; one of which,
1 V sling 2 Packs
was maia mainly a bedding of plane ended in a sump. Duck 2 was passed
4 Carabs U.S.A. Spade successfuly though not without qualms on my part. Howard inspe paddled in
1 Slin
sump 2, then we retraced our steps and came out.
Willie had made 4’ progress, we refilled our lamps and came out, having been
underground 5 hours______________________________________________
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(Swildons [full+] cont)
Ladder 7 on the 20’ was easy to climb #3 & 4 on the 40’ were not so. Metal
ladders se always seem to be a nuisance here.
Sat 13 Aug 49 AD.
Lamb Leer
to
W. Stanton
Went down the entrance shaft to beehive chamber and took the alternative
G. Green
passage. This is beatifuly waterworn and follows the dip for a considerable
Tackle
distance.It finishes in a small chamber in an area of great disturbance. We
#4,6,7
then came out and lunched. After lunch we went down the to the drop which
4 Carabs.
I laddered. We then had a look rownd round using the Aldis lamp – it was
e
2 Tethers
very impressive. There appear to be two possible high lev/ l passages on the
100’ Nylon rope
far side. Stanton & Green then went down, re I secured them on a life line.
100’ Climbing line
I then lowered them the Aldis lamp to them. They cl had a good look round
Aldis Lamp
the chamber and inspected a small mine passage which led off on one side.

Tackle
1 V Sling
1 Sling
4 Carabs
100’ Nylon rope
2 Tethers
#12364

8

1 2 Packs.

They then went on to the end, and were gone a very long time, during
which my light went out through lack of carbide – I turned over to electricity.
MDDD
Arrived to find that there had been an extensive cave-in had occured. A large
mass of clay had slipped in from the N.E. side it had slipped under the bottom
of the shaft which had

Sun 14 Aug 49 PM
Colin William
Vincent appeared
Mr Knee our
Visited us and
Had 1pt of cider___________________________________________________________________
MDDD (contd)
21 19 255
become slightly distorted. No trace was visible of the corrugated sheet which
we installed last time. A cavity no exists outside the shaft about 6’ deep and
5’ square. This li is roofed over with clay & turf. We did not dislodge this
roof. We cut down to 4’ below the bottom of the shaft and then installed two
sheets of iron which were supported by a timbers to the opposite side wall of
the dig. We also put another square of timber at the bottom of the shaft, as
the original one has shifted downward.
We climbed the shaft on the timbers, this does not appear to do any harm
owing to the heavy strain on of them. We shall probably need more iron
sheets. We had a bucket of water in the hole & dipped the spade into it at
every spadeful – it was very effective in ensuring that the clay came off easily
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Fri 19 Aug 49 AD
Wessex Trip to France
Spent A.M. loading jeep, lunched at home and set out for Folkestone. An
uneventful trip one petrol stoppage – Dinner at Royal Hotel Maidstone spent
night at Folkestone.
France
Sat 20 Aug 49 AD.
Embarked amidst much speculation, laughter, applause & photography
cleared customs, and got under way. Lunched at Samer? and dined at
Beauvais. The journey was mainly across bleak farm undulating farmland
interspersed with beatiful wooded valleys – it was very fast driving.
Sun 21 Aug 49 AD.
France
A very tiring inc days’ driving across very hot rolling country – mainly
agricultural. It also included a very lovely heavily wooded valley down
which we drove. We had a breakdown just N. of Vaton & had to be towed in.
Mon 22 Aug 49 AM.PM.
France
Drove to Rocamadour leaving the in the afternoon having spent the A.M.
festering the jeep. Arrived to find a place as over touristed as Cheddar had
excellent meal. The limestone in the district is horizontally bedded. The
district is very arid._______________________________________________
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Tues 23 Aug49AD
France
Left Rocamadour after a very noisey night. In daylight the c town is very
beatiful. We took a number of photos of it. The route continued through
deeply wooded & very arid limestone vallys till we reached the main road
when it soon flattened out & became very fast indeed. We did 133 miles
from Cahors, to Gaudens in 3 hours, which included passing through
Toulouse.

9

On arriving at Nou St Gaudens we contacted M. Casteret who took us out
to his house, and showed us his private museum which includes the most
fabulous collection of formations I have ever seen.
Gargas
Tues 23 Aug 49 PM
cave
N. Casteret
Went round the show /
and saw the imprints of the mutilated hands.
They are all negative hands and very convincing. Most of them are very
Mll. G. Casteret
clear. They are also some cave engravings which are very distinct ad appear
to have been done with a great deal of care.
The cave itself seems to be composed of large chambers connected by
bedding planes, the floors of which are nearly always calcite, overlying a
deep deposit of cave earth, through which twencles trenches have been cut for
commercialisation. We were taken on into the inner chambers and saw some
bear claw scratches. Access to the inner chambers is by very rotten ladders._
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France
Wed 24 Aug 49 AD
In the A.M. we went to Casteret and had a long discussion with him. He
agreed to become a vice president of Wessex. In the P.M. we motored via the
route des Pyrenees to Castillon, w which is arc across a fairly high Col. - it is
quite lovely but a not a very spectacular road. On arriving at Castillon we
met called in to collect some petrol & met M. Begougam Begouen possibly
the son of the count. He was charming and invited us to visit their private
museum. Got installed in our hotel and then went to see if we could find the
entrance of the Grotto de la Cigalere – we couldn’t
Thur 25 Aug 49 AD.
Cigalere
Drove as far as we could then dismounted walked up the track to the cave
SEE PAGES
which is about 10 yds above the track. Waited for the others & went to their
437-435
help with a rope – only Mrs Stanbury needed it. Generaly festered then went
in. Took a large number of photos we worked a system Colin assembled the
gun Howard inserted a cap William the powder which he then fired whilst I
operated the camera from hand. The first chamber is very impressive on
account of its size and the huge banks of clay in it. We then continued at
times wading knee deep in_________________________________________
Cigalere (cont)
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ice cold water at others of heaps of boulders or dry gravel floors. The walls
for the mst part are covered in a very fine white deposit of very small crystals
growing in bunches. Many of the formations have been destroyed and the
incredible beauty of the cave no longer exists. It is still very lovely but the
beautiful gypsum flowers are non existent.
Eventualy we reached the blow hole, which bore a resemblance to a
sandstorm – it is quite small but has a very high wind velocity. We then
temp 4oC
proceeded up stream
which involved much wading we passed two of
the waterfalls, the first of which is laddered, the second can be climbed round.
Just beyond this we turned back in view of the time factor. Where we halted
there were two beautiful stalactite curtains of purest white – each despoiled
by a muddy hand print. On the way back, in climbing over a deep pothole, a
ledge broke & I fell in – I soon got warm again by swearing.
Fri 26 Aug 49 AD.
France
Motored to Tarrascon via St. Girons – this involved a drive down a deep
10

wooded valley and passing over a col. The mountains round Tarrascon are
most impressive. We had lunch at St. Girons.
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Sat 27 Aug 49 PM.

Bedeih Bedeilhac
Drove into the cave for a considerable distance, using headlights, festered
SEE PAGES
lights and took photos of the jeep in the cave f6.3@30 secs – daylight in
435-433
background & large flash. Drove jeep to entrance and changed. Went down
cave, in taking numer-ous photos on the way. The inner chambers which are
sand on clay floored are very large indeed. We found one fallen stalagmite at
of which
least 8’ diam & 30’ long and several masses of stalagmite one /
was
x
36 circumference & 36’ high. We could find no p extensive passages leading
off these chambers, but one of the outer chambers had an interesting small
system branching off it. We also found & examined an interesting side
passage near the entrance. This came out on another side of the mountain.
The entire cave seems to have been formed by phreatic waters with little or no
subsequent modification save for the deposition of sandy clay. The cave had
been partialy converted into an air German aircraft factory – there were
many signs of this & fortification. There was no water flowing when we were
there.
Saban
Sun 28 Aug 49 PM
SEE PAGE
Drove to the quarry below the cave & changed. in Went to the huge
433
entrance arch and photographed it. After much hunting and many false starts
we found the entrance, on a short
____________________
Saban (contd)
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wriggle brought us to the bottom of a boulder slope in an immense chamber
we climbed this & decended the other side – then passing under an arch we
climbed a similar chamber and found ourselves in an-other equally large
chamber. We could find no way other way out of thist chamber. So returning
to the entrance arch Howard & Colin went to the we all went to see a small
lake which William had found – this involved passing through quite an
attractive chamber.
We then returned to the arch & went along a passage which Howard had
found (this was really a way under the edge of the main boulder pile). This
brought us to an attractive stalagmite chamber, we returned from this to the m
entrance Then we looked at a small opening which William had noticed in the
quarry face. After many ramifications this led us back into the main chamber
of the cave, near to Howard’s grotto.
Mon 29 Aug 49 AD
Lambrieve
Changed and entered the cave under the guidance of 3 members of the “Clan
SEE PAGES
Jean Nouveau”. We walked for an incredible distance through a most m
432 & 431
impressive series of passages and chambers. In one passage we were told
they had found the bodies of 30 young
28 262
Lambrieve (contd)
children scalped – only explanation – massacre, religious extermination,
utilitarian purposes ie. brains for curing skins & skulls for saucers. They also
reported finding a skeleton with ceremonial interrement accoutrements in a
most inaccessible part of the cave which they suggested meant another
opening. They said the corpse was Neolithic. they also said the cave was
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inhabited by two separate tribes, living in
different chambers.
We went on to the “Gouffre” – this actualy involves two drops the first of
150’ and the second of 90’. The drop involved looked most impressive from
a bridge wich which crossed the cha drop at a high level about 350’ above the
bottom. Below this drop there are 4 km more cave involving two lakes at 4oC
and some mud 3’ deep. The drop is 3 km from the entrance. It takes 36’
hours in all to totally explore the cave. A party working in the bottom has
spent 9 days in all below ground. The upper series is remarkably dry. The
great interest at the moment isto is to join it to Saban and Niaux. the two
lower arms of the cave ent in water. There are also supposed to be some very
fine formations there.
In the upper series the cathedral is a truly remarkable chamber. The roof of
which seems to be composed largely of loose boulders cemented with calcite.
The upper part of the drops is similarly_______________________________
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composed.
Tues 30 Aug 49 PM.
Niaux
Arrived late and went to the cave without changing, but carrying lights.
Went in with the guide and had a good look round. The paintings were truly
remarkable and were infinitely clearer than I had anticipated – they were
brilliantly done and showed a great regard for form and attitude. Many of the
bison were picturede as being in readiness to charge. the animals featured
fish
, bison, reindeer, buck, horse chamois but no bear. There are three
were /
a

possible explan tions of the pictures – black
magic, art for art’s sake and instruction for young hunters.
There are also other signs whose meaning is unknown, suggestions range
through
from
signposts & warnings of dangers, trail lb blazing and sign in one
group which is as follows:-
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these explanations are advanced one that the dot on the animals unifies it
with the other dots representing all the animals seen so that magic rites
practised on it may be deemed to include all the known animals. Another
theory is_______________________________________________________
niaux (contd)
numbers of
that the groups represent /
animals to be kept for food breeding or
and to be destroyed for food. A third suggestion is that the tribal chief was
destroyed killed and that a dispute arose of over his successon. Two chiefs
were elected by a circle of elders (the rings of dots with one central) and the
matter was settled by the aev a vote (the remaining dots) There were other
symbols w said to represent arrows but looking more like fish bones.

12

The drawing, some of which are on the walls and others on the floor are in an
n
enormous sa dy floored chamber.
temp 12oC

n

After this we went to the lake which I swam across wearing o ly boots and
jockey trunks – on the In the lake are some quite large stalactites. We passed
the lake and in the passage beyond we found some more paintings, but very
indistinct. We passed under a mass of soft stalactite through about 3’ of
water, - this in normal years was a siphon but was passed for the first time
about a month ago. This led into another beautiful pool of very clear
water, with no known outlet. This was
niaux (contd)
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the object of the trip – Dr. Davis of Sheffield wanted to look at the hole with a
view to penetrating it in a frog suit. W He located the opening and seemed
generaly pleased with conditions. We There was a stalagmite deep in this
pool, probably 18” high and the top of which was 6” below water level. We
returned to visit the ab Abime of M Abime Martel, - this is a huge shaft
reaching upwards and having other galleries opening off it. This portion of
the cave is said to have had a glacier flowing through it. The foot of the
abime M. is composed of a mass of
some
large boulders, many
of them bearing a strong resemblance to granite,
but which are in effect not. We then turned round and came out.
Wed 31 Aug 49 PM.
Mas d’Azil.
Did a tourist trip of the cave – it was rather dull – there was much
unintelligible high speed
SEE PAGES
French spoken – mostly about religious extermination & excommunication.
431
the most interesting part was a passage low down which was said to have
&
been a ritual chamber, & in which were the skulls of 20? cave bears. The
is said
to have taken the form of an end of season feast in which
430
ritual seems
the skulls of the animals killed were displayed as trophies. Also displayed
was a mass of rhino Mammoth & bear skulls & bones all intermingled. The
bone carvings are truly good_______________________________________
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Wed 31 Aug 49 late PM.
St. Helene
Drove to the cave which is about 1 km from Foix. Changed and entered.
Followed the pipe (which is the town’s drinking water supply) for a
Tackle.
considerable distance. Then took to the stream, wh which we waded (temp
100’ Nylon
11oC). Reached the siphon, took to a side passage which was small
and muddy – this led nowhere & we returned to the siphon. William had
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played about therin and felt the roof take an upward turn, W using his feet. I
felt about with mine and agreed with him. Colin then held my feet and I went
in on my back head first. I just managed to get one hand to come out into a
pocket of air. I could get no further owing to the fact that I was at the full
extent of Colin’s arms. Returned banging my head on the way. Colin &
Howard then returned to the jeep and brought up the nylon rope, this was tied
round my waist and I went in, wearing my helmet which was tied on. I
passed though easily and emerged into a water floored chamber. I
was unceremoniously hauled back at high speed because I had accidently
given the emergency signal when the rope got caught in my feet. I then went
through again and stood up, and held the line. Presently Dr. Davis Howard &
Hastings came through. We could not o fasten the rope so they held while I
investigated the chamber.
St. Helene (contd)
33 267
I could find no way out and no submerged arches. The chamber was
approximately as follows.

INSERT ILLUSTRATION

Thurs 1 Sept 49 AD.

Tackle
Own

Other

100‘ Climbing

1 Ladder

Line
100’ Nylon

2 Canoes

(rigid)

We left our initials the other side and returned uneventfuly.
Labouiche
Went to the lower entrance changed and embarked, went upstream changing
boats at intervals. Continued to cascade Sale the climbed this on iron rungs
in the wall. Lunched and generaly festered around. Continued upstream,
crossing one or two pots. The boat was fixed in the middle of the rope & was
pulled each way. Got fed up with waiting and pushed on – swimming as
neccessary. Eventualy we got to the first siphon. We all admired this and
then came back. We then climbed the ladder which was placed against
a bank of stalagmite, passed through a small hole and then were in the upper
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Labouiche (contd)
series. After some fales starts and passing through some lovely grottoes we
arrived found the way on. This involved climbing a steep slope of clay &
stone. Some of us went straight up without difficulty, then we laid a fixed
rope & brought the others up on a lifeline – three slipped & were held by the
line. Continued along the upper galleries Then I bye passed the lake which
the others said was very beatiful. A short decent down a very steep clay
covered bank brought us to the top of the cascade Casteret. This decent was
done on a double rope. We then went upstream to the terminal siphon. I
pottered in about therein but could find no way on. There was one small
pocket of air, with entrance space of 1”x18”and another with entrance 4” x
6”. The siphon ended in deep water.

We then returned to the cascade Salette by the same route. Arrived there I c
made my way down to the first stage. On arriving the lights came on and a
party of tourists appeared I came up with them in a boat to the cascade & the
tourists departed. Arrived Salette, his son & two others then arrived took the
boat and________________________________________________________
Labouiche (contd)

departed. I again made my way downstream to the first stage together with
William Colin & Howard. they went on out & I brought a boat up to the
cascade, passing another boat which was coming down in the dark because
the lighting system had failed due to a thunderstorm. I left the boat at the
cascade, went down to the second stage. On arrival there I was pretty well
finished. Made my way to the surface by an interminable spiral staircase.
Definitely the best trip that I have ever done in any cave.
Museum
Thur 8 Set 49 PM.
Repaired horse mandible which had broken in my absence. then wa acetone
washed it marked its location and then put it in the lecture room. Washed the
pelvis (possibly bear) which had been removed in my absence – it is only a
portion, but seems in good condition and has been gnawed. Started washing
the antler – it will not come very clean. There are marks on it rather
suggestive of knife cuts – why?
Fri 8 Sept 49 late PM.
Nyland.
Balch Hucker Miller Went to investigate a hole at Nyland – this was in the form of a raised bump
with a square ditch round it. A 9’ trial hole disclosed nothing save disturbed
sandy clay.
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Mon 12 Sept 49 PM

Museum
Took the mandible to H.E.B. whilst discussing where to put it - it broke.
Repaired it. Finished washing the antler and washed some small fragts of the
pelvis. Then put the mandible in the case.
Mendip Wells Golf Club
Tues 13 Sept 49 PM
H.E.Balch
Drove to the golf course and walked to the “Hokerstone”. Had a look at it
C. Vowles
& then started removing it. It was set nearly 2’ into the ground. The total
length is in he region of 7’ and it is about 18” square probable weight 1 ton.
It we managed to topple it against the bank.
Wed 14 Sept 49 PM.
Museum
Although the pelvis is not quite dry I reconstructed it – it is fairly complete
as far as it goes. Interviewed Mr Wheeler about lifting the stone – he says a
crane would be best. Mr Gunning is willing to do this for nothing. With
H.E.B. I started the hole to /seat the Hoker stone into. We got down about
18” out of the proposed 2’.
Thurs 15 Sept 49 PM
Museum
C. Vowles H.E. Balch Collected the timber from Mr. Wheeler and then went to the Golf course
R. Clark.
where their Gunnings breakdown was waiting. We lifted the stone without
2 from gunnings
difficulty and carried it on the breakdown. We then deposited the stone on a
plank, resting on three rollers, running on another plank. We then rolled it
SEE PAGES
through________________________________________________________
428 – 426
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Museum (contd)
the gate and over the hole. Then we erected a Fisher tripod with Tinknells
chain hoist, and lifted the stone by one end and dropped it into the hole.
Whilst trying to get it the stone vertical I pused the tripod over – no damage.
Re-erected it and got the stone into position. Packed it in with stones forom
H.E.B’s garden near the end off – H.E.B. arrived and gave a hand with the
packing. Replaced the turf & watered it into position. Returned all the
borrowed tackle.
Sat 17 Sep 49 AM
Porth Yr Ogof.
Colin Howard Peter Harvey. H & C & I Bef we went in by the back door and down stream into the lake.
h
Atkinson & son Donnan Came as/ ore at the upper end and collected the others – went down the lake,
“Riki” I Tage
half way a Atkinson son got scared and had to be helped out. Atkinson and
“Riki” left the cave with him. Went on and out the lower entrance. Then
took “Riki and Atkinson in the dry way and out at the Bo bottom. Then
brought them back and took them in the back door and out at the main
entrance.
Sat 17 Sept 49 PM

Pant Mawr
Colin Howard P. Harvey After an interminable walk across thee moor we reached the hole. A
Atkinson & son Donnan 20’funnel leads into a vertical rift 3’ x 20’. – this extends downwards for
Kerye
about 20’, when it emerges into the roof of a
Tackle
Own
SWCC
100’ Nylon 2 x 25’ ladders
2 x 3’ bar 1 x 6’ bar
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1 x tether
1 x 100’ line______________________________________________________________________
Pant Mawr (contd)
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fair sized chamber. The total drop is about 55’.x The ladder was tethered to a
bar driven into the ground and tethered back to another one driven in. the
lifeline proved to be a bit short. The man holding it had to stand on the side
of the funnel, and was belayed back to the tether point. The top of the ladder
proved to be a bit low – it was awkward to engage. Peter let us all down on a
lifeline. He then waited for the first people down to return before he came
down. At the bottom of the chamber there was one large passage with a small
stream in it leading on downstream. This was about 8” high and 15’ wide – it
ended in a boulder choke. Upstream from the chamber was a small passage
along which I did not go, which contained amongst other things four ducks
in close succession.
Sun 18 Sept 49 AD.
Ffynon Ddu
Howard Colin P. Harvey
Went in and straight up to the waterfall. Climbed this paying an great
Atkinson & son R. Kaye respect to the th small boulder ruckle at the top of it. We then continued a
w J. Davis & J. Knight & considerable distance along the main passage before turning off. Other
two other girls. D.A. Coase subsidiary passages led us to the traverse. Which involves traversing across
Tackle
a vertical rift – it is not very difficult but slightly frightening for those with
Own
| W.C.C. short legs. the upper end of it is slightly awkward by virtue of its narrowness.
100’ Nylon 3 x 25 ladders
100’ line
________________________________________________________________________________
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Ffynon DDu (cont)
This traverse brings one out into a large chamber in one end of which is a
very lovely pool containing beautiful crystalline deposits. A small passage
leads off here to the drop, which is a round well about 30’ deep followed by
another two drops in steps – in all it decends about 70’. At the bottom there
are two passages going sloping up and down. they both narrow down and
are choked. the upper passage has a small tributary passage leading off it
which goes into a chamber up which is remarkable for its floor which is
mainly composed of small gours in a black stalagmite deposit, and for the
number of black stalactites. The ch whole effect is improved by a
small group of pure whicte stalagmites. the black is possibly due to stain
from the peat above. We came out without incident. the whole trip took 51/2
hrs.
Wed 21 Sept 49 PM
Museum.
Cleaned the pelvis and patched it as ness neccessary. Reconstructed the
antler & cleaned it. Gave them both to H.E.B.
Fri 23 Sept 49 AM.
Wookey Hole Museum
Photographed the horse mandible removed from the river. Two different
positions._______________________________________________________
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24 Sept 49 PM Sat
Badgers
Balch Hucker Miller
Colin Howard self & William were filling the jeep pit. The others were
Howard William Colin removing the corner of the left hand passage – no finds.
Biggs and others
Ashworth & Others
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25 Sept 49 AD.
Swildons (full+)
Howard William
Cheddar Gorge.
Colin Dingle & Andrew
25 Sept 49 AM.Sun
Went down the gorge looking at Bone hole. White spot, Honey, ‘Gt Oones
W.C.C. trip
Soldiers, Pride Evans & Sun holes. Then went down to Sayes Hole which we
tackle
entered. At a s In a short distance we arrived at the lake, which I entered.
Own ___
Although I I could see no arches leading on wi but with swimming I could
100’ Nylon
reach the end where I had a good feel round. Plumbing it with a rock gave
the depth of water at the end as 12’. The way on seems to be via a rift at the
left.

________________________________________________________________________________
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Sun 25 Sept 49 PM.
Swildon’s (full+).
Howard Colin William
William & Dingle went ahead to the 40’. We followed bringing
Dingle. Andrew.
tackle. They returned to entrance where Dingle left us. We went down the
Tackle (.Own).
40’ on #3&4. and on downwards through Barnes Loop, just beyond which we
#3,4,6
met William. We continued straight down leaving William to dig Priddy
100’ Nylon
Green passage. We went through the sump. Andrew banged his head, cutting
2 x 20’ tethers
it slightly on a spare bulb projecting through the inside of his helmet. He lost
4 Carabs
his lamp and I went back to find it – successfully, together with one of
1 Sling
Colin’s boot soles. I returned to join them. We went on with the 100’ Nylon,
2 V Slings
And climbed to the passage I had last noticed last trip. I did not fancy the
2 Packs.
climb round, nore did C Andrew. Colin However found another passage
1 U.S. spade.
which he could not force, but which Howard did. It joined the one in which
were were interested. Howard then went up it. He reported finding a rift
chamber from which another passage lead upwards, he followed this until he
came to a drop of 15’ which he could not pass. He suggests using a ladder for
this owing to the large quantities of mud present. He returned to us and we
continued down to the 2nd sump. Colin stayed above the duck. the sump was
about 18” belol below its normal
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Swildons (full+)
level. There was a 2” airspace through which I could see a rising ceiling. I
tied on a lifeline (at Howard’s instigation) and went through to the rising roof.
On arriving I found that I could not get my mouth above water, so I panicked
and came back. Impressions gained were of a joint which had been enlarged.
I thought that I could see onwards four about 10’.

After this we returned rapidly and uneventfuly to the surface.
NOT PRESENT
MDDD
Mon 26 Sept 49 AD.
Colin, William
They reported making about 2’6” progress deepening the floor. They have
begun to uncover the buried sheet of iron. the shoring is still in good
condition. The lower shoring supporting the extra sheeting must not be
trodden on as it is not_____________________________________________
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very firm.
Tues 27 Sept 49 PM.
Nods Pot
Colin William
Spent about 3-4 hrs digging in 1/2h shifts – the system is much easier to
work with the smaller buckets. We made some progress though how much it
is difficult to estimate.
Wed 28 Sep49 AM.
Waldegrave Swallet.
Gilbert Green
Tethered to the jeep and dropped the ladders & lifeline – through a gap in
Colin William
the covering logs. Green then fixed on a lifeline and passed under the edge of
Tackle.
the cover he went down without difficulty, but reached the end of the ladder
100’ Nylon
before the bottom of the drop. He came up until he could stand on a ledge,
1 x 20’ Tether
when Colin lowered the ladder abit by letting out the tether. He said the
1 V Sling
rock was Dolomitic Conglomerate containing large boulders of ‘Z’ bed
2 Carabs
limestone.
#4.
1 Sling
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Wed 28 Sept 49 PM.
Buddles Wood Area.
Green Colin William
Laddered the deep shaft with 125’ of ladder. William decended on the two
lifelines joined. He carried #7 fastened to his belt in case he failed to reach
Tackle.
#1,2,3,4,6,7.
bottom. He also carried a spare carabiner so that he could fasten himself to
100’ Nylon
the ladder when he wanted to stop. I was belayed to the jeep with the spare
100’ Climbing rope tether as I was holding the lifeline. W
4x20’ tether
V Sling 4 Carabs.
Sling___________________________________________________________________________
Buddles Wood mineshafts (cont)
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William reported that the rock was f very shattered and that he could not
definitely say what the dip was. He said that there was only 6” of water at the
bottom and 11’ of ladder were on the bottom.
We then moved over to another shaft, W down which we put 25 of ladder.
Green woho went down first said reached the bottom of this and asked for
another
at the top
more, so we told him to stand on a ledge whilst we inserted
between the V Sling and the other ladder. Even with all this ladder they
failed to reach the bottom of the sloping rift. Green managed to find some
rock on which he could measure the dip,
Thur 29 Sept 49 PM.
Museum
Washed the rib which I removed on 22 July 49 – It seems to be in fairly
good condition.
Fri 30 Sept 49 PM.
Museum
Washed a number of teeth which ha H.E.B. had put out for me – they are
very fragmentary.
Sat 1 Oct 49 PM.
Badgers
Balch Hucker Miller I was sorting when I had altered the tipping point of the ropeway. It was
Ashworth
causin had built such a sloping mound on the dump that stones were rolling
onto the path. I arranged it to tip at the near end of the dump. Ashworth
spent the whole afternoon removing a flake of tusk – too_________________
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fragmentary to do anything with. Hucker & Miller working the right hand
wall have left me a nice piece of bone to remove. They found many fragts in
including an intact canine of wolf in good condition.
Sun 2 Oct 49 PM
Swildons (full+) exploratory
Howard Colin
Went straight down to the sump leaving #3 & 4 on the 40’ & 6 on the 20’
William
reached sump in 55 mins passed through taking one end of rope. pulled small
Tackle.
pack through without difficulty. Left candle burning above sump. Passed
# 3.4.6.7
down to the shaf we sa jumping off place. Howard & William went up the
100’ Nylon
creep – the latter made very heavy weather of same – he was taking one end
2 x 20’ Tethers
of the rope. On emerging he came down to the other side of the traverse and
2 x 20 Wire “
threw me our end of the line I tied on and he protected me as I climbed round.
2 V Sling
it was not at all difficult w but was slightly frightening owing to the fact that
1 Sling
all the rock was concealed by clay. Colin declined to follow and went up
7 Carabs
the creep, where a rope administered from above gave him considerable help
3 Packs
.We then went up the passage Howard did last Sunday. Probable length of
1 Piton
this was 400’ height 2’, width 3’, slope 25o, floor – slippery clay, going hard.
toe
1 Hammer
I found the best way to progress was to put a foot
in the central crack,
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1 Trowel
46 280

twist it till it jammed and__________________________________________
Swildons (full+) exploratory (contd)
then straighten my leg and do the same with the other foot. This passage
ended in a small chamber from which a 10” creep about 3’ long ha gave
access to a second small chamber, in which we could stand up. A small
trickle of water was coming in at one end of this chamber. The way on to the
drop was via a low passage 18” high & 5’ wide sloping uphill at 15o. A piton
was driven in the far wall of this chamber and a wire tether fixed to it. This
was carabinered to the middle of the second wire tether from which #7 was
suspended over the drop. This was about 15” high and overhanging on 3
sides. A 3’ high clay floored passage approximately level led from here to
the second drop. At the top of which was an unheatly collection of loose
boulders. These were pused down with a most impressive roar crashing. The
drop was in two stages. The first of about 10’ which we did on a knotted rope
gave landed us on a sloping lege ledge wh with two pits. One was about 10’
deep and could needed a rope. It appeared to have a passage leading off it –
we did not explore it. The other was about 30’ deep, and could be climbed
without much difficulty although I did not think it would goe. William
romped down it followed by the others. I doubted whether they would get up
without help. They convinced me that they could so I went down to join
them.__________________________________________________________
Swildons (full+) exploratory (contd.)
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There were two passages leading off from here one about 12’ up on the
opposite side of the drop and the other sloping downwards from the bottom.
There was a slight trickle of water coming down form from somewhere. We
took the main downwards passage which propably went for about 200’
sloping down at 15o. There were indications of side passages which we did
not examine very closely. the passage ended in a low wide mud floored creep
beyond which could be heard running water. Howard tried digging to get
through, he made some progress but failed to pass it. We then returned noting
or three
two
passages between the drops which we did not examine. The
journey out was fairly uneventful. the candle had burnt out beyond the sump.
I did the traverse again by preference. On the 40’ I got some way up and
decided that the lifeline was incorrectly tied to the carabiners so I decended &
remedied this, then whilst mounting again the carabiner clipped onto the
ladder. When Colin & I got to the top. William & Howard went on with the
tackle already made up. Colin & I made up the 40’ tackle & came out the
middle way - dead tired after 7 hrs 20 mins below ground.
for approx plan see over
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Swildons (full+) exploratory (contd)

We Very rough sketch from memory of the layout of the passages found on
Sunday. All the high level passages have a clay floor.

Mon 3 Oct 49 PM.

Fri 7 Oct 49 PM.

Museum.
Repaired the rib & cleaned it up – it is still slightly damp. Worked up the
teeth as far as possible. the They are not complete – many pieces are missing.
Told H.E.B. about yesterday. he was very pleased and said that the high level
mud was a good omen.
Badgers
Removed the bone left to me last Saturday. It appeared to be There are only
about 5” of it. beyond which it has been badly shattered. Th I thought at first
that it might be the head of a human femur, but on checking up do not think
so. Just above this bone I found what appears to be a hoof bone of small
horse – this was very rotten and broke up badly in the removing. I may
possibly be able to get something reconstructed however.
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Sat 8 Oct 49 PM.
Mason & wife
Hazell & Sybil

Pagans Hill (Near Chew Stoke).
Went to inspect the excavations on the hill – they are not very conclusive
though a number of
bon coins of 3 r & 4th cent A.D. of Roman
origin type have been found. – they were English minted.
Museum.
Mon 10 Oct 49 PM.
Dated rib – then washed the vertebra removed from BBl on 22 July 49. It
seems in better condition that I first thought, even so it is very fragile.
Tues 11 Oct 49 PM.
Museum.
General dating & marking of byegone bones – these were put in lecture
room for subsequent removal by HB H.E.B.___________________________
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Thur 13 Oct 49 PM
Museum
Repairing an Indian heating pot which was in a fibre wicker case. The pot
was easy to repair with normal adhesive. The difficulty was is to get the
fragts into position in the wicker bucket, I this was originaly fairly tight round
the pot & consequently has contracted owing to the lack of the pot therein.
This prevents the fragts from assuming their true positions.
Badgers.
Sat 22 Oct 49 PM.
Balch Hucker
I arrived late and spent my time trying to alter the tripping wire of
and many others
the ropeway. It had been suggested that if the tripping wire were to wind off
the drum as the hauling wire wound in it would no eliminate its catching on
the fence. In practice this system did not work as the tripping wire gradualy
tightened as the bucket came back until it eventualy stopped it. On providing
more slack for the trip wire, this the slack got caught in the hauling wire. We
returned to the ogig original system.
Wed 26 Oct 49.
Swildons
Wells Police
Arrived to find 1” of water flowing through the grating, this had dropped
Party of 5.
from 2” this morning. Passed do in without difficulty. There was a huge
volume of water at the cha head of the wet way water fall. Went down the
Pretty way without difficulty,_______________________________________
Swildons (contd)
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One member of the party had difficulty in negotiating the boulder by the
entrance waterfall. Arrived at the upper grotto I burnt some Mg ribbon we
then went on to the wet way. Here we tried to do downstream to the 40’ the
lower barrier in the water rift was impassable, it was
filled with water and foam. I had tried the upper alternative, but found it too
tight. We then went upstream. At the lavatory pan we stopped – thee was too
much water coming down for comfort. We then returned a to the grotto
where we found two of the party missing. I went down to the water chamber
and found that they had got left behind and had mistaken the passage
out. Brought them up w and collected the remainder came up the middle way
to Jacobs ladder, down the pretty way, to the C con and through the
connection to the wet way came up the wet way and out (not via the entrance
waterfall.) On emerging we found that the water level had dropped about 3”
or 4”
Sun 30 Oct 49 AD.
Buddles Wood Area.
P. Harvey & others
Went down the shaft we had half done on the previous club trip. I did not
W.C.C. Tackle
like this at all so I waited till the other two were down then
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I went up and Peter went down and pottered around. They report that it is not
very extensive, We then moved over to the nearby warren field and went
down two or three short shafts (not more than 30’ deep).
Museum.
Put in some time repairing the vertebra removed on 22 July 49 – it is going to
be quite a tricky job. I had to harden it.
Fri 18 Nov 49 AM.
MDDD
Solo.
Walked over to the dig and was greeted by a scene of chaos. I The windlass
wires were both in a shambles, and the hauling wire could not be
SEE PAGES
disentangled, it will have to be written off and the end cap at the roller
425 & 424
removed to get the wire off.
The The appearance of the shaft itself was agonising. The corrugated
covering though not damaged was lying at all angles, & there had been a large
slip from the N.E. side of the shaft. When the corrugated was removed it was
seen that more damage had been done. the slip had nearly filled the pit which
we had left on the E side of the shaft, and I generaly tidied the debris,
completely filling the pit. A small subsidence had occurred on the W of the
shaft, this also was filled in. The shoring on the N side was bulging more
than ever, but nothing can be done about this. At the bottom there were a
multitude of livestock & salamanders________________________________
MDDD (contd)
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frogs & toads – they were left in situ. A heavy drip was falling from the
N.W. corner & a trickly forom the S.W. corner. the shoring I had fixed on 14
Aug 49 was still in place though it had shifted. I did not touch it to tell
whether it is under load. there has been a slight infiltration of sedimentary
mud from the N.E. corner – this although not representing a danger of falls
will be a nuisance unless it is remedied.
Sun 4 Dec 49 AD.
Eastwater
Howard Colin Derek Went down uneventfuly and decended “Dolphin pot” – this was done with
Tackle.
difficulty. I went down first on a line and found it so easy that the others
Own 100’ Climbing line followed without line. We came to the overhang drop and the tackle was laid,
25’ Wire tether
the tether being round a a cemented boulder going at the head of the opening
#3&4
to the platform at the top of the drop. This caused the ladders to hang in the
1 V Sling
crack of the drop. I went down on the lifeline and found it so unpleasant that
1 Sling
I suc said someone must remain at the top – Howard did. I then made my 2
Carabs
way through into the water passage – this was awkward we but was
facilitated by pulling the tail of the ladder through to the drop. I then showed
Colin & Derek the way down to the second drop. We all retraced our steps
and I came to the ladder___________________________________________
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Eastwater (contd)
on the lifeline – not without difficulty. Howard then went down, and they all
made their way to the bottom via the muddy way and up the pots – they found
these quite amusing. They did not like the step across the second vertical.
They then returned to me. I h. I had been sitting in darkness for some time to
preserve my light. We then came out easily & uneventfuly. I saw two
hanging bats, one at the top & one at the bottom of Dolphin pot, and one flew
past me at the top of the ladder pitch.
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Sat 10 Dec 49 PM.
C.D.G.

Wookey Hole Cave.
Whilst I was dressing Lucy & Coase made a trip to the resurgence & back.
Coase then started using my gadget, but found that it was unsatisfactory. I
him
then joined
wearing Shawad & Amphib Mk II. I then spent some busy
minutes passing back & forth between him & the surface, carrying broken
bottles etc. I came out to collect the skull carrier, but on returning
found that it was not needed – I brought it out again. I then called Coase out
as his time was finished, I came out with him. Subsequently I went in with
Lucy & Cantle to do some more.
Although I did not see much I spent some time below. Impressions of the op.
were that it was fascinating and very beautiful. I did not feel the same
sickness that I usualy feel on a training op. Norma & K came to visit the op._
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Sun 18 Dec 49 AD.

Eastwater.
Went down Primrose path to the end laid 125’ of ladder. Vincent & V.
Howard went through & Norman could not. They went down to the bottom
of the # & then came o up for another length which they fixed on. They went
Tackle Own
to the bottom & found that they were about 30’ above the bottom of the pot.
They then came up. Colin & Derek had meanwhile come down & they gave
100’ Nylon rope
T 100’ Climbing line us a hand out with the tackle.
100’ Nylon cord
#1,2,3,4,6,7
Wire tethers V.Slings
3 Packs
Mon 26 Dec 49 PM
G.B.
Colin V. Tom Brooks Went down the short way and came up the original way. The ladder in the
gorge has been replaced. I was testing my new spikes – one snapped in two
and another broke out of the welding. They are very heavy, and the M/C
boots do not give the correct amount of ankle
support,, especialy for the spikes.
Mon Tues 27 Dec 49 PM
Swildons (full+)
Colin William Howard.
Went down to our new series rapidly & without difficulty. the 40’
traverse
ladders were very well hung. William and I went across the drop
–
the others going up Howards squeeze.
We tackled the 15’ drop and went on investigating some side passages which
proved to be nothing. I then looked at the passage at the bottom of the blind
pot – this was___________________________________________________
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Swildons (full+) contd
choked. We then went down the main drop, and w William climbed into the
passage which we lo we had previously noticed. He reported that it looked
interesting so we went up. It divided Colin & I went left. – this quickly led
into a small sloping rift chamber of very unstable appearance. The others
meanwhile found a sma squeeze which then led them into a further large
passage. This also was very loose. We followed this for a considerable
distance – there were no passable side passages, it terminated in a vertical
drop with water at the bottom. William protected by a life line tried to
chimney down without success, he succeeded inf getting to within about
25’ of he bottom. T From this point by climbing upwards he managed to get
N. Paddock C. Low
Stimson H. Kenn y
Colin Derek
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into another passage, for from which decended into a stream which he
believes to be the Priddy Green stream. He followed this downstream to a
sump and reported that it was very lovely. We returned – very tired and W
noticed another passage at the foot of our dec dro the 60’ drop we did not get
into his, but decided it may need a may pole. William & Howard noticed a
stream entering on the lower side of the sump, this was noticed to be slightly
muddy on the return trip. We came to the surface uneventfuly. The G Priddy
Green stream was running quite clear. Howard thinks it advisable to open the
passage where he was digging before as the normal access is too tiring._____
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INSERT ILLUSTRATION

Tues 3 Jan 50

Badgers.

1950
Tues 3 Jan 50 AM & PM
Badgers
of ½ stick PAG PAG(G)
Went to in the right hand passage and fired a plaster
on a small boulder which looked precarious – this was reduced to gravel. On
inspection I decided to fire the other ½ stick behind another stone which was
resting on a lump of calcite. It appeared to be holding up a con- siderable
quantity of stone. I lay the laid the stick on in the angle of contact without
any covering, and fired it. It only removed the stone it was laid against. The
fumes were so thick that I could see little.
I returned in the p.m. and decided that a number of stones looked loose, so I
removed them from below with the crowbar. This caused a certain amount of
earth to fall in small quantities, so I left it_____________________________
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to settle and put some planks up to bar entrance to the affected area.
Sat 7 Jan 49 PM.
Badgers
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Hucker Miller

Examined the scene of Tuesdays efforts, Everything was stable. Hucker
disliked the large mass of calcite lying on the bank. I brought it down with a
Using Solo Pick
bar.
for first time.
Then went to the rabbit hole. Ashworth has made much progress here.
Moved some small rocks from the roof at the entrance. We then decided to
try cutting back the wall at the entrance.
William & I with much hard work & sorve sore hands accomplished this.
50
Sun 8 Jan 49 PM.
Swildons (full+) exploratory
Colin Howard
Went through to the new series without event though with much difficulty
William
owing to the size of our loads. It took 11/2 hrs to reach the far side of sump I.
Tackle
Went up into The first duck seemed higher than normal – mouths were just
#,2,3,4,6,7
under water. I had difficulty in getting into across the traverse – I got scared
Cl 100’ Nylon rope halfway. Difficulty was encountered by at least two people blinging
100’ Nylon line
themselves (temporarily) with a flick in the eye from a muddy rope or strap.
piton
Went on to the “black hole’ Where a carabiner
was fixed. 50’ of
O 8 Carabs
W 4 Packs
ladder was dropped down, foll closely followed by Colin who reported not
N 4 Wire tethers
water at the bottom but a heavy drip on the ladder. We all followed down,
5 V Slings
William coming
Ashworth Colin Willie

4lb Hammer
W. Stanton – 1 wire
tether._______________________________________________________________________
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The drop was 37’
last unprotected. / We found we were in a ch high rift chamber, one side of
which was caused by a fault. A sm A small sump took some of the water
falling, the remaining flowed along the chamber which narrowed down to a
passage. We passed a very precarious per mass of perched rocks, and
followed the passage down – it was rather unstable. Small streams kept joing
some falling from the sides, others welling up through the floor. The passage
eventualy turned right & went down the dip, ending in a small sump – too
small for use. Another passage was followed down dip to a mud choke. We
then returned. We were too tired to look at the passage
previously seen entered by William. There appears to be a high level passage
round & across the drop at the same level as the entrance passage. Total
length found about 350’ On the way out we stopped and looked at a small
tributary which comes in just below the first duck. We think this may be the
lower end of the passage which Howard started digging on 20 Oct’49 and it
appears as if it would “go” easily. We surfaced uneventfuly but very tired 8
hrs 50 mins after entering.
For plan see over
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The steam which flows down to the final siphon is about the right size for the
Priddy green
stream, and Will thinks he can can see similar rocks!!! A large quantity of Glucose
was eaten.

Badgers
Sat 14 Jan 50 PM.
Hucker Balch Miller I hanreached down some hard stuff for Hucker in the right hand passage, in
Ashworth
doing so I put the solo pick straight through a bone.I then went into the rabbit
hole. And started dropping the roof – considerable progress was made and I
found the solo pick less tiring to use. One electric light bulb was smashed.__
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Tues 21 March 50 AM
Swildons
Miss B. Schinkel
Down the long dry way to the 40’ and up the wet way including the
C. Vowles
entrance waterfall. Was using the G.E.C. water proof torch for the first time –
it is very good indeed.
Sat 25 March 50 PM.
Badgers
Balch Miller
Colin & I were walling up the steps to the dump, this will increase the
Howeth Colin Vincent tipping space en greatly. The others were digging the right hand wall – they
William Mr Weare (Axbridge)found some very fragmentary bone.
Sun 2 April 50 PM.
Swildons (full+)
Colin Howard
Went down the middle way to the sump with Askins & 2 others from
Tackle (Own)
Sidcot. We left them at the 40’. They had a rope and said they would make
#3,4,6
their own way down and through the sump.
100’ Climbing line (hemp
We went on through the sump, leaving a night light at the top of the 40’
2 V Slings
Howard started digging the at the the passage just beyond the first duck.
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level

2 Wire tethers
Colin & I went on and examined the second sump. The water
was about
1 Sling 2 Packs
1” higher than when last visited on* 25 Sept 49. this on closer examination
3 Carabs 1 Waterproof torch appears to be about 6” below normal. We noted the spot where our abortive
1 U.S. Pick
survey finished. This is considerably further downstream than the entrance
1 U.S. Spade
of our new series. We returned to Howard, I starte continued digging
see p 275_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Swildons (full+) contd.
whilst he and Colin went to examine a new sytem. This on closer
examination proved to be something we had previously examined.
Meanwhile I opened the passage which Colin succeeded in passing on his
return. Howard followed him. I then tried but got scared – it took
much persuasion to get me through on my back – my hair deep in lig liquid
mud bound gravel. I found two spots uncomfortably tight, Colin & Howard
enlarged these and I returned relatively easily. We went up the new series to
examine the height of the opening above Williams passage– it will need about
20’ of ladder. We returned difficulty was experienced on the 40’ when the
line which was being used to haul the tackle got caught round the ladder, I
could not disentangle it as my electric light were out of operation. In the end
I had to put it on my back and climb the ladder – my light went out half way
and the lifeline was making a turn round the ladder. I reached the top –
exhausted to find that somebody had stolen the night light. We reached the
surface uneventfuly though very tired. I was wearing cotton gloves with
ungreased hands – these gave a g very high degree of protection and did not
appreciably affect the feel of the rock. The waterproof torch worked well
save when the switch_____________________________________________
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became clogged with mud & gravel.
Wed 5 Apr 50 AD.
Badgers.
Enlarging the entrance to the rabbit hole I fired a plaster of four sticks
P.A.G.(G). This brought down and shatter a considerable quantity and
shattered even more – this was removed with the solo pick. The roof was
undamaged althoug some small boulders from the centre mound
(placed) were dislodged immediately opposite the shot. I examined a boulder
in the end of the rabbit hole – this could not be blasted owing to the proximity
of a bone.
Fri 7 Apr 50 PM.
Kents Cavern (Torquay.)
Howard Colin Derek Did a show trip of the cave – it was quite an interesting system, and the rate
Tubby Neville
of growth of stalagmite on the sides of the excavation were considerable.
Sat 8 Apr 50 PM.
Reeds Cavern
Colin Tubby Derek
Went in to the main chamber – not without some misgivings owing to the
Howard + 2 B.E.C. types narrowness of the passage. Arrived there we spent some time in looking for
the way on. This we found – it is merely a system of small passages and
chambers.
Sat 8 Apr 50 PM.
Bakers Pit
Same as above
Entered the cave with one of the B.E.C. types leading – after much festering
we found the way on – this was by way of a rift like
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Bakers Pit (contd)
passage. We had some amusing scrambling. All this took much time so we
came out, on the way Derek found the main chamber which is very large – we
did not bother to visit it.
Goatchurch
Wed 12 Apr 50 PM.
Colin E.M.Devenish
Went round the upper level horse shoe to the lower entrance, and then back
J.W.E.
“
to the upper entrance & out.
M.S.
“
Jean Birchinoff
Jeremy “
Wed 12 Apr 50 PM.
Sidcot Swallet
Same party
Went down to the boulder chamber – I did not like the tie press. On the
way I out I could not pass the tie press. I had to undress to my trousers only.
I then succec succeeded in passing it. My leg jammed however and in eas
freeing it I got my shoulder in the wrong position for the entrance. I got
thoroughly frightened and avowed I could not move. I could not get back into
the rift as press as my trousers were bunching up round my waist. Eventualy I
pushed them down round my knees backed into the squeeze and managed to
get free – it left me very tired indeed. We returned uneventfuly to the surface.
The children thoroughly enjoyed themselves and were very good.
Thur 13 Apr 50 AM.
Swildons
Mr Holders
Went down the pretty way to the 40’ and back up the wet way and entrance
lodger.
waterfall.
Thur 13 Apr 50 PM.
Badgers
Betty Jean &
Just showed them round and told them what we were doing.
family______________________________________________________________________
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Sun 16 Apr 50 AD.
Eastwater
Howard Derek Vincent
Went down uneventfuly to the primrose path – half way down this I
Bradley Unwin Hann
jibbed and wanted to come out. I was forced on and reached the top of the
Tackle
end chamber. I then laid out the tackle and Howard ran it out. Derek and I
Own
then waited at the top of squeeze whilst the others went through, leaving a
# 123467
handling line fo with centre loop through the squeeze. We spent our time
100’ Nylon rope
clearing loose rock from the terminal chamber, reading, smoking, eating and
100’ Climbing rope
gossiping. Eventually Howard reached bottom at 175’ of ladder. The others
100’ Handling line
were left on the ledges in support of him. He reported that there were some
2 x Wire tethers
small passages – the longest being 30’ down the dip – He sa and very wet &
1 V Sling Watertight
muddy suggestive of flooding. He returned and it was not considered
2 Packs
box
worthwhile to send anybody else down. We had a festival of ladder rolling
2 Haversacks
(200’+). We returned uneventfuly - I was unable to carry tackle out owing to
8 Carabs
my sheer difficulty in getting myself up. The whole trip went off with a hitch.
Stantons
3 # &2 packs

Thurs 20 Apr 50 AM.
G.B.
Gerrish
Went down the short way to the main chamber. The step in the middle of this
was lacking a ladder – we climbed round this without much difficulty. We
found a the rigid
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G.B. contd
ladders just below the lower entrance of the oxbows. Gerrish climbed this I
followed – fearful that the ladder would collapse. At the top was a small
passage in which the U.B.S.S. had started digging. In this passage was the
finest bunch of helictites that I have ever seen. We went to the bottom turned
round and came out via the oxbow. On getting to the bottom of the devils
elbow route we found a notice saying that this was closed owing to the
removal of one the lower ladders. We came out via the short w route, visiting
the helictite grottoes en route.
Sat 22 Apr 50 PM.
G.B.
British Cellophane
Went down the short way to the bottom of the chamber. Roped the party
Tackle
down the step in the gorge. Went to the bottom and returned up the oxbow,
100’ Nylon line
into the oxbow
bringing the women up the step
on the line. Returned the short
way U I Helped U.B.S.S. to shift a ladder.
Thurs 27 Apr 50 PM
G.B.
Wells Police
The same as the previous trip, seind save that I did not use the line on the
step. Uneventful!
Tackle
100’ cl Nylon line
Mineshaft
Sat 27 May 50 PM.
Hensler, Mr & Mrs Murrell
Spent much time removing a choke of barbed wire – bits of cart and
Brig Glennie! Andrew? general debris. Hensler then went down reported no natural cavities and
Tackle
emerged. H.M. Andrew and self then we clean
own.
# 1 Wire
1&6
1 V Sling
1 Wir tether____________________________________________________________________________________
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May
Tues 30 June 50 AD.
Howard Derek
Thomas. Reynolds
#a
1 Rope tether
1 V Sling
1 Carab.

Sat 3 June 50 PM
Party of 13 British
Cellophane.

Mon 5 June 50 PM.
D. Hazle.
SEE PAGE
424 & 423

decended.
MDDD
Arrived and installed new hauling wire and front tethering post of heavy
angle iron. Started removing tha a large quantity of mud, which had come in
during our absence. During the process the main static wire broke – this was
replaced. We continued cutting down the floor of clay etc. We were unable
to remove two pieces of corrugated iron which had been displaced and
buried by a fall previous fall. We had to cut one of them and crumple the
remaining back. This was then re shuttered and a 4’ length of iron was put on
the N.W. Side.
In all we made 2’ or 3’ progress.
G.B.
Went down the short way to the bottom of the chamber. Met a party on
arriving at the chamber – they had lighting trouble – we stopped and gave
them a hand. they came out and we went on. Returned up the oxbow and the
short route. The devils elbow is still closed.
Stoke Lane
Spent some time photographing the passages near the entrance, then
emerged.
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Sat 24 June 50 PM.
British
Cellophane.

Swildons.
Went down the long dry way to the 40’, where we found the Notts
university party having fun laying tackle.
We returned up the wet way – a certain amount of difficulty was
experienced by some of the girls at the 12’ drop. We then came to the top of
wet way. On my offering the party three routes – easy, tight or wet. – They
all asked for the latter and got in the entrance water fall. Emerged
uneventfuly.
Tues 27 June 50 PM
Ochre Pits by Tynings Farm.
Stanton Askins
Tethered to the jeep with 3 wire tethers and dropped the ladders down.
Tackle
William decended and knocked little bits off the sides. He found some very
# 1 & 6 & V Sling
fine quartz crystals, And generaly expressed interest in the geology.
Tethers
We then lookeda at another working in the next field. Which was not
1 Rope
extensive.
3 Wire
3 Carabs
M.D.D.D.
Tues 27 June 50 P.M.
Stanton Askins
Arrived to find that the bipod was down, re-erected this. On looking down
# 6 & V Sling
the shaft we found that the shuttering erected on 30th May had been buried &
2 Rope tethers
that the iron directly above this had also gone, together with some timber. A
1 Carab.
serious discuss on the future of the dig followed. We decided to explore the
possibilities of the S.____________________________________________
MDDD (contd)
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corner. We concentrated on this and had to use 4 ozs P.A.G.(G) to remove a
rock. After considerable effort we were able to look down a beattiful water
of which
work crack – the sides
were deeply fluted. About 3’ down this
appears to be choke, but stones dropped sounded as though they went much
deeper. To follow this down we should have had to lower the floor of the
shaft. This was impossible owing to the calamities to the shoring. W
As much of the shoring as was possible was then removed, the sides
caving in rapidly flowing the firing of ¾ lbs P.A.G.(G) on one of the timber
squares in the shaft. Thi This was considered to be the safest way of
removing the centre frame. In all we lost 3 x 8ft of iron & 4 timbers from
the shaft.
William was nearly buried when one of the sides ran in.
Mendip
W. Stanton
Walked an Area from Priddy to Cheddar examining a hole near the top of
Draycott Drove. Although we removed th some stones it did not look too
promising.
We then walked on to a swallet which I had previously been shown by R.__
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Evendell.
5 Aug 50. AD
Swildons (full+) exploratory
Howard Colin
Went down the sump rapidly laying # 1 & 4 on the 40’ and # 6 on the 20’.
William
Taking the
Tackle
On arrival at Howards dig I jibbed and much time was spent by Howard in
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#1,2,4,6,7

enlarging it. Colin & William then
#2 & 7

meanwhile

went to the Black Hole & laid

Tethers
the tackle.
I then went through and found them. We then came out
V Slings
having been down 7 hrs.
Carabs
ad
Hammer
lib.
Shovel
Packs
Spare lamps
Slings
Lines 100’ Nylon rope
100’ Nylon Cord
6 Aug 50 Sun PM
Downhead area.
How William Colin
Walked an area of Downhead looking at interesting swallet depressions.
Howard
William rushed off on his own. Colin and I were too lazy & replete.
He came back to announce that he had found a hole as big as Stoke Lane
entrance & carrying 5 times the volume of Swildons. We spent some time
cl/earing nettles etc. from the entrance and examining the hole. It looked very
interesting, but will need some blasting to get in. Came home via St D’s well.
7 Aug 50 Mon AD.
Swildons (full+) exploratory.
Howard. Colin
Went through to the black hole, somewhat hampered by the photographic kit.
William
Readjusted the le ladders there (2 & 7). We then crossed over in the centre of
a lifeline – not without considerable fear on my part.____________________
Swildons (full+) exploratory (contd)
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h
We then pus/ ed on through a mass of very loose passage before finding some
beatiful formations in our way. These were photographed before passing over
them and covering them with mud. Some very fine cave pearls were found
and removed as they were in the passage & would undoubtedly have been
destroyed.
Having arrived at the “Well chamber” we refilled with carbide and
proceeded up stream, passing many beatiful formations on cl the way. Many
of these were broken, and had subsequently been cemented. Everywhere
there was evidence of past & present istal instability.
he passage itself was fore the most part fairly narrow and mud floored with a
stream flowing. Some interesting mud formations were seen. Eventualy we
were held up by a boulder slope which reached the roof of an upward sloping
passage. On investigation a further cavity could be seen through spaces in the
boulders. William put in some good work and eventually eventualy managed
to get through. We followed and found ourselves in a large chamber with
loose wall and boulder floor._______________________________________
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We followed this upward presently rejoining the stream which disappeared
beneath the boulders. The walls gradually closed in until wer were in a lofty
rift passage. This we followed for a considerable distance, until we decided
that we should return.
W We stopped at a great mass of stalagmite blocking the passage. Colin
peered over this and said it went. We returned picking up equipment on the
way out and emerged after 8 hrs underground.
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Wed 9 Aug 50 AD.

Sat 12 Aug 50 AD.

Sun 13 Aug 50AM.

Swildons (full+) exploratory.
We down the the point reached in our previous trip. I led over the
stalagmite in a lively little grotto. This was entered by ignominiously sliding
down a stalagmite slope head first. I then went on under a mass of stalagmite
on the far side to find the way blocked with a great mass of loose boulders
perched at their critical angle. Efforts were made by the others to force a
passage without success. We then retreated examining all possibilities
without success. We emerged after 1 95 9 hrs.
Swildons (full+) exploratory.
Went down to the new system where William & Howard started
surveying
photographing
and Colin & I photographed filling the place with
smoke. The tripod gave___________________________________________
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out completely as soon as I started to use it. We went on firing the camera
from hand. Having worked up to the end we returned decended the black
hole. I we Two photos were taken there, & I decended the lower sump.
passage helping Howard & William survey. We calld it a day then, and
packed & transported all our kit to the en upper side of Sump I. Ladders &
tackle were left here, photographic kit was brought out. The total time was 10
hrs.
Eastwater Hut
Managed to strike a bargain with D. Willis. He was to use our tackle & in
exchange bring out our kit from the sump – we both thou found this very
agreeable – I was heartily cheered on announcing this at the manscoins._____
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FRENCH TRIP 1950
Padirac
Did a show tourist trip en – this incredible hole. – it is vast – big formations
lots of deep water boats and a flashlight photograph thrown in. The chief
point of interest seems to be that the Gouffre itself was not found as a true
pothole by a surface stream but a large phreatic cavity was formed below
ground, this was subsequently dry & huge formations occurred, - then the
roof collapsed – presumably due to surface erosion or earth movement.
Tues 22 Aug 50 AM
St Gaudens
D. & W.
Payed our respects to Norbert & Mlle Casteret, obtained letter to ownerse of
Medouse a lovely cave in course of commercialisation
Wed
Labastide
Tues 23 Aug 50 PM
Payed a rather brief visit to the upper level. Taking a number of
photographs. The scale of this cave is huge and the large spotlight proved
was
invaluable. The coloured horse (those parts visible) were
very good
though slightly indistinct. The other drawings were rather unconvincing and
Thurs
very difficult to see. We could see no real traces of the man.
Wed 24 Aug 50 PM
La Spugue
D&W
Arrived and entered – not without trepidation as the entrance was low. We
soon reached____________________________________________________
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a large chamber from this a low passages continued. We followed this some
way – my knee was hurting and I could not put it on the ground. William
Mon 21 Aug 50
Derek & William
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then went ahead to see how much crawling there was. He returned in about ¾
said
hrs and / a .
total of 900 metres. I decided I could not do this and Derek
did not wish to do so. William then returned to fetch the rope which he had
left.
He returned in ½ hr & said he had reached the end and said that the lake
was similar to “Bedheilac dipping into water. Derek & I had meanwhile
out
taken a photo. On the way /
we took one in the great chamber. I emerged
Fri
feeling very sorry for myself.
Cagire
Thurs 25 Aug 50 PM.
D. & W
Laddered the drop – I then went down on a line & found all the ladders
lying on a ledge & half way down another hole – sorted this out and decended
to be greeted by a filthy smell – rotting flesh. William then came down with
&
the big light on – the everest frame. Derek (whose guts were misbehaving)
who did not wish to decend

protected him on the lifeline. We then went on,
stopping to_____________________________________________________
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Fri
25 Aug 50 Midday

Sat
26 Aug 50 PM.
D&W

try to catch a small rodent. Body:- Grey fur back & sides, white belly 4 legs.
4” long. Head:- Grey fur, large eyes, flattish in shape, slightly pointed –
overfur
vicious bite. Tail:- Grey fur about ½” or ¾” diam
& 4” long. William
got soundly bitten – wearing gloves – no blood drawn. We
We then went on down the cave into a large chamber – not as big as
Bedheilac of rather indeterminate shape. It was filled with mounds of clay
like miniature mountain ranges, over which we made our way. There were
some wonderful groups of mud towers – though not large, a the tallest 15”, they were very interesting. We followed the main dry stream valley down to
where another came in at right angles from the left. We followed this passage
for a short distance where we found a small drip pool – we filled lamps & I
drank. William then explored a small side passage – this ended in a chimney
downwards for about 10’ where a steep mud floored slope led back under into
a siphon. I found a small reptile here not unlike a salamander but with yellow
markings on its back. This was brought out. We retraced our steps to the
main passage – we followed this down for a short distance when it became
very low & muddy – we did not press on._____________________________
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The buisiness of photographing then began – many were taken of chambers,
mud slopes, formations, current bedding & carcases. We emerged after a
rather trying ladder climb – William carrying the lamp on the everest frame –
to find that it was raining.
St Gaudens
Lunched with Casterets’ – the salamander was pronounced to be quite
normal but very young. The other beast was said to be a “loir” which, being
interpreted means ‘dormouse’!!!
Medous
Entered and passed through the dry series of the show cave, which is very
rich in formations – mostly stalactites of pleasant proportions. There are also
some fine photos helictites. When the development is finished the return will
be made in barges on the river.
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On arriving at the river we left the party and went off on our own – I could
not trust the sealing of the camera case so I left it behind where we entered
the water. We waded upstream for a considerable distance. Passing totaly
beneath________________________________________________________
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Sun 27 Aug 50 PM
D&W

Sun 27 Aug 50 PM
D & W.

the boulder ruckle – this was rather unpleasant – som tight – jagged – wet we
continued upstream getting rather bored with it. The floor of the rive was
mainly sand & gravel. This had been scoured to a depth of about 5’ at the
outside of curves, whilst the inside was seldom more than 18”. It was quite
tiring pressing against the currant all the time. The walls were fairly liberaly
covered with formations. There were also many loose or jagged boulders
lying in wait below the water to attack the unwary. Eventualy we reached the
siphon. I swam round this to make sure that it is one. Max Cosyns was said
to have dived here reaching a depth of 15m and a distance of 40m.
We then climbed in the upper series. William doing a chimney 200’ high –
subsequently reduced to about 60’. In the upper series which was reached by
some climbing up a perilously loose boulder slope we found a large chamber
with some very fine calcite formations and some rather attractive mud pots.
Although we hunted very thoroughly we could find no extensions.
We then retraced our steps downstream. I Arrived at the boulder ruckle we
went up it and got into a passage which_______________________________
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led us into the erratic chamber. Here there is a wall panel about 40’ long & 9’
high entirely covered with stalactites & helictites mostly the latter – These are
an up to 8” long and 1” diameter. In colour they are not unlike a wh cloudy
white glass and are very beautiful. Some are muddied through mud
infiltrations.
Leaving this we continued over the boulders passing over two low ducks &
our miserable wet squeeze. On arriving at the point where we joined the river
we spent some time taking photographs and then emerged wete & tired. M.
Branelet entertained us with biscuits and Wine.
Bedheilac
Drove in as far as possible and then made a hurried trip through the main
chambers. The spot light was very effective, but reduced the size of the
chambers considerably.
Labouiche
Went to L. hunting M. Delteil – could not find him so went on a show trip
through the cave. - interesting as always.______________________________
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Mon 28 Aug 50 AM
Labouiche
D & W + 2 young
Entered by the tributary entrance & boated down to the confluence.
guides from the
Disembarked and walked downstream on a sandy floor in a large tubular
cave.
phreatic passage, stopping to examine a number of side passages on the way.
se
There was little water, though there were many evidences of violent
flooding. We stopped and took many photos – mostly unsuccessful. Arriving
exit
at the division where the passable
passage emerges branches off, we went
straight on over a mass of flood borne timber and investigated a number of
small passages & rifts – noteworthy for their jaggedness. William went a
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considerable way down one but gave up through tightness – he co ld see on
down – he was nearly killed on the way out when I dislodged a small rock –
about 7 lbs which hit him. W On the journey back we took the branch which
soon brought us to daylight. We emerged and took some photos, William
then went up the resurgence for about 50 yds and then started climbing
around, he thought he saw the bottom of the rift that he ab had climbed down.
The whole area shows signs of heavy water flow in times of flood. The
from a
guides told us that a former manager of the cave and his wife sheltered /
rainstorm

in the dry entrance here____________________________________
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and were trapped and drowned by rising water.
Wed 30 Aug 50 AM.
Lascaux
D & W & guided
La
party
Labouiche
Mon 28 Aug 50 PM
William
Went to the cascade Salette by barge & then dismounted. Delteil porceeded
M. Delteil
in his motor type tyre. William and I wading We took several photos on the
Tackle.
way. William in endeavouring to keep out of the water climbed to a ridge
the
100’ Nylon rope
about 6’ above / water level which was about 5m 4’ or 5’ deep, using the
1 U.S. Pick
ladder which he was carrying. On investigation this ledge sloped up steeply
and then led to a drop of about 20’ partly overhanging. We could see passage
at the bottom of this drop. We decended on hand over hand? on the rope the
passages didn’t go! We continued upstream and then climbed via the rathole
(which had shrunk) to the upper chambers. We had some difficulty in finding
our way to the “pont du Diable” and the “Galeries Casteret”, but we did so in
the end having done some step cutting up massive banks of stalagmite on mud
- there were some quite exposed spots. We searched diligently but could find
no way on, although we found the___________________________________
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boulder ruckle which Delteil tried to clear from below. We then returned
uneventfuly, save for William dropping the rope and pick into a 5’ gour!
Wed 30 Aug 50 AM
Lascaux
e
William Der k
Did the tourist trip. Entry to the cave is through an outer vestibule open to
& guided party
the air, thence into an ante chamber via an airtight door, and then via another
similar door to the cave proper. All of which is in aid of preserving the
paintings from temperature & humidity changes.
The paintings themselves which beging immediately are truly amazing.
They are superimposed, and some of them are immense 4x or 5x long. Some
are outline, some solid either stencilled by bl spraying pigment from the
are,
mouth or by daubing. Colours are mostly black, yellow and red. There
also some vern symbols origin
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purpose

unknown, they are as follows:-

William Colin
Stanton family

the lower series containing the picture of the man is not yet open to the_____
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public.
Downhead.
Arrived and diverted the water & did some gardening. One stick P.A.G.(G)
was fired as a plaster on the R. H. wall – little was accomplished. so a second
shot was fired in the same place. This flaked off a large piece of rock, which
enabled us to get in. Th Inside there were three passages, with water flowing

as shown. they were all impassable and the only feasiblye way of digging
seems to beg to remove the gravel & stone infilling from the floor.
With this in view we enlarged the entrance by firing about ¾ lbs PAG(G)
on a ledge on the left hand wall this was quite successful. We cleared the
debris away and made a start on the floor deepening.
One great difficulty is going to be stopping the stream bed washing in as we
get deeper._____________________________________________________
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Wed 13 Sept 50 AD.
Jean Corbel

Sat 16 Sept 50 AD
Join W.C.C.
& Stoke on Trent
Pothole Club trip

Mendip
Paid a brief visit to the following caves:- Fairy cave, Browns Hole &
Shepton group dig adjacent, Stoke Lane Slocker, we then went to Burrington
& visited Goatchurch, Sidcot swallet & Reads Cavern in which he greatly
admired the fules fallen block from the apex of the fold. We had difficulty in
finding the entrance of Fairy Cave & could not find the way on. The quarry
tip will shortly hide everything here.
Peak Cavern
Walked to the cave and entered carrying caving kit, until we reached the
branch to Victoria chamber just before Buxton water.
We changed here and started caving I had a look at Buxton water which was
rather fun exiting – in a beautiful sump (100x long.) The party then moved
off and soon we were wading through a series of small chambers filled with
about 3’ of water. Landing from these we climbed over a precarious boulder
pile and passed through a low muddy bedding plane. This is normaly a sump
but it had been siphoned out to enable us to pass. Subsequent dry
ladder
commodious passages led us to a
drop into the streamway.__________
The stream was then followed down until
85 319
we reached the sump (upstream side of Buxton water). we then retraced our
steps to the ladder pitch from which we went upstream for a considerable
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Sat 16 Sept 50 PM.
Joint meet

distance before the main stream passage finaly petered out into a number of
smaller passages, some of which were impassably small others ended in
sumps. The party then made for daylight. Arriving late at the ladder pitch
Colin & I were told that there was somebody else in the cave, as we were the
last to reach the pitch we went off downstream to the sump to look for them.
They were not there – we had been looking for ourselves. We We then made
our way back to the changing point where we were fed with hot soup brewed
on a primus. Having changed and been admired in the process by some
tourists we emerged.
Blue John Mine
We did a quick commercial trip of the mine admiring the Blue John – it is
fluorspar impregnated with mineral oil. The miners had broken into a natural
cavity containing some nice formations.______________________________
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Sat 16 Sept 50 PM.
Joint meet

Speedwell Mine.
Decended a vast number of irregular stone steps without lights: arrived at
the bottom we embarked in barges and were pushed along the canal – an old
flooded mine working ½ mile long 4’ wide & 6’ high with 3’ of water. There
were various cross passages of small dimensions and length. We eventualy
disembarked in a large natural cavity (the bottomless pit) the canal can be
seen going on the other side of the landing stage. A considerable quantity of
water flows into the pit – which is about 90’ deep. We came out the same
way.
Sun 17 Sept 50 AD.
Eldon Hole.
Joint Meet
Walked over to Eldon – a fearful pot 200’ from its highest point. The
ladder pitch is 125’. I did not decend but photographed and gave a hand with
the tackle.
While the others were down the pot I went for a walk and found some
mineshafts. In one of them about 10’ deep was a live sheep. I returned to
Eldons summoned the help of a B.S.A. party who produced a rope and we all
set out on a rescue bid – successful.
Mon 18 Sept 50 PM.
Hull Pot.
Colin Howard
Walked up in the evening and showed it to the others – it was in spate –
Donald
they were duly impressed.

Thompson________________________________________________________________________
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Tues 19 Sept 50 AM
Upper Long Churn, Long Churn (Lower)
100’ Colin
Diccan Pot.
Howard
Went in Upper Long Churn and had fun surfacing & re entering like a crowd
Donald
of rabbits. A truly fascinating system of clean wet firm cave passages.
Tackle
Donald on a line climbed down into Alum pot via the 45’ drop in LC (Lower)
100’ Nylon rope
he climbed up it again. Dr Bannisters Hand Basin was great fun. Altogether
a highly desirable place.
Tues 19 Sept 50 PM.
Weathercote
Same Party
Paid a brief visit to this impressive hole – not so terrifying in company as
before.
Tues
White Scar Cave.
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Wed 20 Sept 50 AD
Same party

Gaping Gill area & Ingleborough
Walked to G.G. Howard tried trying to persuade us that he could divinge –
most unconvincing. Took a number of photos of the entrance & beck.
Looked at flood entrance & then walked Ingleborough.
White Scar
Wed 20 Sept 50 PM.
Same party.
Did a commercial trip – through the cave not very impressive and rather
badly commercialised.
Sat
Fri 23 23 Sept 50 AD
Waldegrave swallet
Colin Howard H.E.B
Arrived and cut the wires holding the timbers – removed part of the
Miller Hucker Ashworth fence. Fixed chain_______________________________________________
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to covering timbers and dragged them off with the jeep dropped a ladder
down the shaft & climbed down to inspect – the timbers were very rotten
indeed for the main. there were however some sound? ones. I managed to
dislodge a large boulder which bl nearly blocked the constriction. Then
fearing to do some more lest it caused a “run’ I laid a 2lb plaster on a timber
corner in directly above a large boulder. This made a most impressive bang
and removed all the timbering and a large quantity of the sides of the shaft.
The jeep dozer then got to work and a large quantity of stuff was pushed in –
some of it had to be helped down the slope.
When all the timbers etc. had been buried we laid another 2 lbs of
P.A.G.(G) on the earth infilling. This was then covered with 3’ or 4’ fu more
earth & fired. It settled the unstable mass of earath & timber very successfuly
we went of on filling until we had reached ground level – in doing so the
jeepdozer clutch burnt out.
2 Oct 50 PM Mon.
Swildons
3 or 4 Wells
Made a fairly swift & uneventful trip down. Arrived at the bottom of the
Police
40’ to find that they were all huddleing in a corner instead of being down the
passage. We reached the sump without difficulty and since none of them
Tackle
#1,4,6
wished to
100’ Nylon rope
2 Wire tethers
2 V Slings
1 Sling
2 Carabs
Packs____________________________________________________________________________
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pass it we returned to the surface leaving the tackle in situ. Sgt Mills & Det
Cons Russel were very tired.
3 Oct 50 PM Tues P.M.
Swildons
3 of Wells Police
Went down rapidly & easily – could tempt none through the sump so we
Tackle as before
returned uneventfuly, removing tackle on the way.
+ 1 p loop
Sun 15 Oct 50 PM
Mine Green Ore area
D. Thompson
G.B.

40

Sun 8 Oct 50 PM
British Cellophane
Filming Party.
.
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Sun 15 Oct 50 PM
D. Thompson
Tackle
#1
1 V Sling
1 Wire tether

Went down rapidly alone carrying Leica only – arrived to find much
festering at God bridge. – After much delay some stills were taken – some by
multi flash.
We then moved into the white way where the 3KW bulb was brought into
use – some cine was taken but mostly it was stills. Spent some time exploring
and eventualy made my way back into the Gorge.
The 3KW bulb eventualy burst with a very loud report when hit by a drop
of water. The filament kept alight for a minute. I rushed up to take photos of
it burning out.
We then retreated – I carried out a al small electronic flash kit in addition to
the Leica.______________________________________________________
Green Ore
Went the to the hole pointed out after the A.G.M. It is on the road Green Ore
to Red Quar

Murrell who showed it to us sai thought it was natural. I thought it was
mining. On arrival we found an open shaft 4’ diam at the bottom of a large
depression. This was overhung with rotten fe barbed wire fencing – removed
by the jeep. Little more gardening was necessary. A ladder was dropped and
we decended. At the bottom we were in a chamber – flat roof steeply sloping
f mud floor, about 10’ high in middle. There was no suggestion of solidity
though it seemed to be conglomerate where visible – it was not appetising. A
small fissure led off the lowest point – for this would have required a major
engineering undertaking to open it as the slope was at its critical angle. We
pronounced it as mineshaft and left it.________________________________
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Sat 11 Oct 50 PM
W.H.C.
C.D.G. & Bryant?
Lunch time was spent in performing for the cameras. Johnny E & Self
Pictures
eventualy entered on ropes – had a 25 min dive & then emerged. Undressed
and was changing when I decided to do a dive in woollens & BA. only was in
less than 5 mins & found it painfully cold chiefly noticable on the back of
head – called it a day.
Tues 21 Nov 50 PM.
W.H.C.
Entered & put on thigh waders – went in to 1. The floodwater following the
cloudburst last night, was covering “Charons bank” and was nearly washing
the witch. I took two photos here – one vertical, one horizontal both with 3
bulbs forom the base of the main stalagmite. Moved into 2 – the floor was
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C.D.G

Colin Howard
William
Tackle (own)
Light weight
& scaling ladders.
100’ Nylon rope
Colin William
Howard
Peter Cook.

totally covered, the water lapping the bottom of the bottom step. Took photo
here 4 bulbs. Went on to 3 – the water gradualy deepened until at the steps
before the arch it was 9” & 18” beyond the step. Felt my way forward rather
nervously as there was a considerable current flowing across the path. Under
the arch there was from 30” – 36” of water – it just came over the tops of my
waders on flat feet. but not on tiptoe. the far side of the arch it was most
impressive._____________________________________________________
W.H.C (contd)
The depth was only 18” on the causeway, getting shallower toward the far
edge. The whole of 3 was a swirling mass of water – turbulence over the
shallows, evil looking eddies in the deeps. Only four solidm masses emerged.
The top of the sandbank on the left above the paths. The perched stones on
the end of the causeway, and the two lamp standards. Took 4 bulb photo
here, but forgot to close shutter. Returned later in the day with more bulbs.
went into 3 trouserless – it was bitterly cold at first, but I soon got used to it &
did not notice the water temp at all, repeated previous photo, without the
fault. Retreated & took one bulb shot at the archway, and another 2 bulb shot
at 1, from the archway to 2. called it a day. At Winco’s ex request tried to
turn out lights in 3 – couldn’t find switch – think it was submerged.
HER HERE NO RECORDS WERE KEPT FOR MONTHS.
W.H.C.
Made trip from 1 to 3 2 with Graham Don & George. At first found the
pressure uncomfortable & pressed forward fast to try to get it over quickly.
On the way stopped to hunt for bones. George & I were co scrabbling hand
Graham holding Aflo & Skull carrier. I found two human bones (forearm)__
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When we had finished proceeded. I nearly flaked out when we started
moving – I felt very giddy I rested for a minute & then went on still feeling
shaky. Surfaced safely – probably CO2 exess as next morning on
examination my absorber was wet – either L.P. leak, slobber or condensation.
Swildons.
Went down easily to the Barnes Loop entrance & tried the high level
entrance to the new system. William supported by Howard and cutting many
steps in Stalagmite did the traverse to the entrance. He could not get in – it
narrows to nothing. Colin & I erected the scaling ladders. 16’ seems safe 20’
very shaky we watched Willan at work. they are easier to carry lashed
together with two to carry them.
Ludwell.
Went to the sump which William had previously passed. He did it again at
very
the second attempt taking a line I followed. It is a /
nasty sump – the
most dangerous that I have ever done. Low, jagged roof with treacherous
pockets at the sides & so accute that on the return I grounded with my chest &
knees, arse being against__________________________________________
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the roof. The floor is of loose stones calculated to jam one. I emerged on
both sides off course & was redirected by previous passers.
The far side is a chamber mostly water filled with no way on. I spent some
time “deboreching” the bottom of a boulder slope which was blocking a way
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Sept or Oct
1951

William
Summer 1951

into an upper chamber – the stones were calcite cemented. I refused to go
through the others did and had a geology lecture, whilst I lay on a small beach
of sharp stones with half of me in the water. I demanded a retreat.
Cheddar
Payed a visit to photograph the floods, permission having been obtained
from the manager. The length of passage flooded was considerable the depth
not more than 14”.
Resevoir Hole.
Having obtained permission from ARDC & Goughs Caves Cheddar Ltd we
examined this hole in the ARDC reservoir enclosure. The entrance was too
tight for me. He reported that he could enter for 65’ before it became too
tight. He said the walls were tufa and there was a strong draught emerging.__
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Sun
9 Dec 1951 PM
Colin Howard
Sellars

Reservoir Hole
Having obtained permission to dig from the interested parties and been
granted a key (on signature) from ARDC we started work.
I commenced by opening the entrance with the solo-pick, meanwhile
Colin
got bye busy inside with pick & crowbar he made little
Howard
progress. The entrance yielded.The direction of the draught changed during
the day. Colin reported that it was going in at Mid day. In the evening
Howard reported that it was coming out. The weather was sub-zero?
The day was spent in making the place workable.
Reservoir Hole.
Sat 15 Dec 51
William Colin
I went in and laid two ¾ lb PAG (G) plasters on the first constriction.
evening
We blew these successfully – the blast outside was worthy & echoed well.
The fumes f poured out in great style. I returned and laid a 1 lb plaster on a
stalagmite boss in the narrowing end – this also went off well. The air current
was outward – the weather muggy.
Resevoir Hole.
Howard Colin Paid two visits on the latter of which
William__________________________________________________________________________
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William shifted the debris of my last shot. He said that it had done its job
quite well.
Colin & William
Resevoir Hole.
Went in and examined a further constriction laid 3 plasters on this 2 lbs in
all fired it and returned to investigate – it had been very successful but one
had misfired – hunted for the det – found that I was kneeling on it.
Put the old det in the charge together with a new one – they both went off
successfully.
Resevoir Hole
Colin & William
C & W having arrived before me had cleared the debris of the previous
shot. They asked me to remove the next obstruction – st sat in a quagmire
with my legs tucked under the mass I was going to blast. Laid 11/2 lbs in a
crack – did not have high hopes of success fired it from outside – impressive
boom.
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Colin & William

C.H.W.
Colin

Self Colin
Howard William
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Resevoir
Arrived after they had had time to clear the debris & shift some moonmilk
with the solo pick. There was a further obstruction which was awkward to lay
attack – the left hand shot was placed
under an overhang, lying on a mud wall. The right hand shot in a convenient
niche both of 1 lb. Wiring up was particularly trying owing to mud and
confined position a most___________________________________________
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successful bang ensued.
Resevoir
He
They
paid a brief visit and reported that the obstruction was cleared and
that we were in – he did not examine completely but said considerable
progress was possible but it still did not look encouraging.
Resevoir.
Mounted a full scale attack .C. had to open the site of my last shot slightly to
allow me access. We went in a total of say 100’ and came into a rift. The
passage onwards had some nice formations but was small. The rift also had
nice formations on the side, but ended in a mass of loose rock. On
examination we thought we could see a small passage with choked entrance
on the right the was opened and proved to be a small chamber of virginal
beauty with pure white walls. W. raped this in the cause of science. He could
find no way on – it was a small rift chamber parallel to the original & lying
below the entrance passage. He emerged as carefully as possible. – although
we all looked nobody else entered.
We then split Colin & Howard to attack_____________________________
Resevoir Hole (contd)
the direct passage, whilst William & I played in the rift.
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Museum b, MDDD.
MDDD (contd). Eastwater
Eastwater (contd) Wookey Hole Cave
Eastwater G.B. Swildons (full+)
Swildons (full+) (contd)
“
“
“
Badgers, Swildons (full+ exploratory)
“
“ “
“
(contd)
“
“ “
“
“
Badgers
Swildons Badgers Swildons (full+)
Swildons (full+) contd)
Badgers, Kents Cavern Torquay Reeds Cavern Bakers Pit
Baker Pit (contd) Goatchurch, Sidcot Swallet. Swildons, Badgers
Eastwater, G.B.
G.B. (contd) G.B. G.B. Mineshaft
MDDD. G.B. Stoke Lane

Consecutive numbering continues to page 236 470 with no trips listed, then recommences
with photograph index::
423
424
425

Stoke Lane.
Scene of chaos at MDDD Stoke Lane
“ “ “ “ “
239 471

426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440

Removal of the Hokerstone to Wells Museum
“
“ “
“
“ “
“
The Hokerstone in situ
a
Dig rammatic plan of Laboiuche
Maz d’Azil
Lombrieve, Maz d’Azil
Lombrieve
Bedeillac Saban
Bedeillac
Cigalere Bedeillac
Cigalere
Cigalere
Vertebra in Badgers
Digging the Jeep pit Rib & Vertebra in Badgers
Location of cave in quarry near Chewton Mendip. Jeep pit before digging
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441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
238 472
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
467
468
469
470
471
472

Perranporth old tin workings, Mandible of Horse in situ in Badgers
Perranporth – old tin workings
Middle Down Drove Dig Sea caves at Mullion & Perranporth
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
C.D.G. Wookey , Marriot
Honey & Soldiers Holes Locations
Cheddar Quarry cave Location
Bone Hole Location
Middle Down Drove area
Badgers, CDG in Wookey
Nods Pot, Badgers
Balch & Nods Pot.
Bournillon Bramabiau
Aven d’Orgnac
“ “ “
“ “ “
“ “ “
“ “ “
“ “ “
Bournillon
La Luire & Favot
INDEX
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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PERSONS INDEX
There are many references to 'Colin'; only in a few instances it is specified
whether it is Colin Vowles or Colin Low. It appear that Vowles was Luke's regular
caving and digging companion, while Colin Low is only referred to specifically
in the context of Black Hole Series in Swildon's Hole or Primrose Pot in
Eastwater Cavern
The exact spelling of some names is difficult to determine.
Name
Alice
Andrew
Arthur
Ashworth (Mr.)
Askins (Mr.)
Atkinson (Mr.)
Balch (H.E.)
Balcombe (Graham)
Begouen (M.)
Betty
Biggs (Mr.)
Birchinoff (Jeremy & Jean)
Bird (J.)
Bradley
Branelet (M.)
Brooks (Tom)
Brown (Mr. & Mrs.)
Cantle
Casteret (Mlle. G.)
Casteret (Norbert)
Children
Clan Jean Nouveau
Clark (R.)
Coase (Donald A.)
Colin (Unspecified)
Cook (Peter)
Corbel (M. Jean)
Cosyns (Max)
Davies (Bob)
Davis (Dr.)
Davis (J.)
Delteil (M.)
Devenish (E.M.)
Devenish (J.W.E)
Devenish (M.S.)
Dingle
Donnan
Duck (Paul)
Eatough (John)
Evendell (Mr. R.)
George
Gerrish
Girls / Women
Glennie (Brig.)

Page
7
18, 31
7
17, 20, 27, 28, 40
28, 32
16, 17
1-3, 5-8, 15-17, 20, 23, 27, 28, (54, 55, 69, 70, 81, 83)
42, (62)
10
30
17
30
1
30
36
25
7
25
10, 34, 35
9, 10, 34, 35
2, 11
11
16
17, 25, 42
6-11, 14-21, 24, 25, 27-30, 32-34, 38-40, 42-44, (64)
42
38
36
-62
13, 14
17
36, 37
30
30
30
18
16
1
41
32
42
30, 31
17, 31, 32
31
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Name
Goldie (Derek)
Green (Gilbert)
Hallam (Mr.)
Hann
Harvey (Peter)
Hasell (Dan)
Hasell (Sybil)
Hastings (Mr.)
Hensler (Eric)
Hobbs (Mr. P.)
Hodgkinson (Wing. Com.)
Hooper (Mrs.)
Hucker (Mr. )
K
Kaye (Kerye)
Kenney (Howard)
Knee (Mr.)
Knight
Knight (Mr. J.)
Leach (Mr. J.)
Low (Colin)
Loweth / Howeth (Mr.)
Lucy (George)
Mason (Mr. E. A. & Mrs.)
Miller Mr.
Mills (Sgt.)
Mr. Holder's lodger
Murrell (Hywel & Ruth)
Nelson (Mr.)
Neville (Tubby)
Norma
Oates (John)
Paddock (Norman)
Philips (Mr. & Mrs.)
Philips (Rev.)
Reynolds Mr.)
Riki
Rithie (Anne)
Russel (Bert)
Russel (Det. Con.)
Salette (M.)
Sandy
Schinkel (Miss B.)
Scout
Sellars (Mr.)
Smalley (Tom)
Stanbury (Mrs.)
Stanton (W.I.)
Stimson (Vincent)
Tage (Mr. I.)
Thomas
Thomson (Donald)

Page
3, 4, 6, 7, 24, 25, 28-31, 34-37, (56, 63)
8, 19, 20
2
30
16, 17, 23
23, 31, (62, 85, 86)
23
14
31
3,7
2, 7, (55)
3
1-3, 5, 7, 8, 15, 17, 20, 23, 27, 28, 40
25
16, 17
1, 3-8, 10, 11, 14-21, 24, 25-34, 39, 40, 42-44, (65)
9
3
17
7
25, (87)
5-8, 28
25
23
1-3, 5- 8, 15, 17, 20, 27, 28, 40
40
30
31
6
29
25
2, (67)
25
6
5
31
16
7
6
40
15
6
28
1
43
1
10
4-11, 13, 15, 17-21, 25-30, 32, 33, 38, 42-44, (70, 86)
1, 3, 7, 9, 25, 28, 30, (63, 69, 70)
16
31
39-41
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Name
Thormison (Mr.)
Unwin (Max)
Vowles (Colin)
Weare (Mr.)
Wheeler (Mr.)
Wicks (Mr.)
Willis (David)
Young (Mr.)

Page
2
30
1, 3, 16, 28, (75, 81-83)
28
16
55
34
8
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SUBJECT INDEX
Pages in brackets refer to photographs or illustrations
SUBJECT
Abime Martel
Acetone
Acetylene lamp
Aflo
AGM
Aldis Lamp
Alum Pot
Antler
Archaeology
Axbridge
Axbridge R.D.C.
Badger
Badger's Hole
Baker's Pit
Barge / Boat
Bats
Bear
Beauvais
Bedeilhac
Bialladin Lamp
Black Hole (The)
Black Hole Series
Blue John Mine
Bone Hole
Bones (Animal)
Bones (Human)
Boots
Bos
Bottle
Bournillon
Bramabiau
Breccia
Bristol Exploration Club
British Cellophane
British Speleological Association
Brown's Hole
Bryant Pictures
Buddles Wood
Burgess Vibro Tool
Burrington
Cahors
Calcite
Candles
Carbide
Carbon dioxide
Cascade Casteret
Cascade Sale (Salette)
Castillon
Castleton
Cave Art

PAGE
13
15
2, 4, 7-9, 33, 35
42
41
8
39
15-17
23
28
43
5
1-3, 5-8, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28-30, (54, 56, 68, 70, 71)
29, 30
14, 15, 34, 36, 37, 39
24
10, 12, 13, 15
9
11, 35, 36, (74-76)
2
25, 33, 34
20, 21, 25, 27, 33, 34, 42, (22, 26, 28, 87-92)
39
18, (58)
1, 3, 5-7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 28, 29, 42, (68, 69-71)
11, 22, 42
13, 18, 25
5
25
(46)
(53)
2, 3, 6
29
31, 32, 41
39
38
41
6, 20, 23
2
38
9
6, 10, 12, 26, 27, 36, 43
7, 20, 21, 28
See Acetylene lamp
42
15
14, 15, 37
10
(93)
10, 12, 13, 34, (12, 13, 37)
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SUBJECT
Cave Bear
Cave Diving
Cave Diving Group
Cave Pearls
(Char)coal
Charterhouse
Cheddar
Cheddar Gorge
Chew Stoke
Chewton Mendip
Cider
Cigelere, Grotte de la
Conglomerate
Cows
Depression(s)
Derbyshire
Devil's Elbow
Devil's Punchbowl
Devon
Diccan Pot
Dig
Divining
Dolphin Pot
Dormouse
Downhead Swallet
Draycott Drove
Drowning
Duck I
Duck II
Eastwater Cavern
Eastwater Hut
Eldon Hole
Elephant
Envelope
Everest frame
Explosive
Fairy Cave
Fisher tripod
Flood
Fluorspar
Foix
Folkestone
Forty Foot Pot
France
Free Diving
Frog
G.B. Cave
Galeries Casteret
Gaping Gill
Gargas
GEC Waterproof Torch
German Aircraft Factory
Goatchurch Cavern

PAGE
10, 13
13, 25, 36, 41, 42
25, 41, 42, (56, 62)
8, 33
7
7
9, 32, 43
18, (58-61)
23
6
9
10, (72-74)
19, 41
3
6, 33, 41
38, 39
31
6
29, 30
39
1-9, 15, 18, 19, 21-24, 26-29, 31-34, 38, 43, 44
40
24
35
33, 38 (38, 86)
32
37
17, 18, 27, 28
8, 18
24, 25, 30, 24
34
39
6
(94)
35
3, 4, 26, 29, 32, 38, 40, 43, 44
38
16
30, 36, 37, 39-43
39
13
9
5, 7, 8, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 28-30, 32, 33, 40
9-15, 34-38, (45
14
24
25, 30, 31, 40
37
40
10
28, 29
11
30, 38
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SUBJECT
God bridge
Gough's Cave
Granite
Great Oone's Hole
Green Ore
Grotte Favot
Grotte de la Louve (Luire)
Guide
Gunnings Garage
Gypsum flowers
Helictites
Hokerstone
Hollowfield Swallet
Honey Hole
Horse
Howard's Dig
Hull Pot
Hyaena Den
Index - Original Diary
Index - People
Index - Subject
Indian heating pot
Ingleborough
Jacob's Ladder
Jeep
Jeep Pit
Kents' Cavern
La Spugue
Labastide
Labouiche
Ladders
Lamb Leer
Lambrieve (Lombrieve)
Lascaux
Leica
Letter (WIS to LWED)
Limestone
Longwood
Lower Long Churn
Ludwell Cave
Magnesium ribbon
Mammoth
Map
Mas d'Azil
Massacre
Medous
Mendip
Middle Down Drove dig
Mines
Moonmilk (see Tufa)
Mullion
Neolithic
New Cook's Kitchen Shaft

PAGE
41
43
13
18
40, 41, (41)
(45)
(45)
12, 36, 37
16, (82)
10, (72, 73)
31, 35, 36
16, (81-83)
6
18, (60)
6, 12, 15, 17, 22, 34
25, 27, 29, 32, 38
39
2, 5
98-100
101-103
104-109
23
40
23
5, 9, 11, 14, 19, 20, 32, 40, 41, (57, 63, 64, 74, 75, 78, 79)
6-8, 17, (69, 70)
29
34, 35
34
14, 15, 36, 37, (15, 80)
1-3, 5, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18-24, 25, 27, 29, 30-33, 34, 35, 37-41, 42
8
11, (77, 78)
37, (37)
41
(94-95)
9, 19
8
39
42
5, 7, 23
13
(38, 41, 69, 73)
13, (78, 79)
11
34, 35
6, 7, 16, 32, 38
1, 3-5, 9, 24, 31, 32, (57, 63-66)
2, 6-8, 20, 23, 31, 32, 39-41, (67, 68)
44
(66)
11
2
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SUBJECT
Niaux
Nod's Pot
Nyland
Ochre Pits
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu
Old Approach Passage
Old Grotto
Orgnac
Padirac
Pagans' Hill
Pant Mawr Pot
Peak Cavern
Pearl Mine
Perranporth
Photography
Pond
Porth yr Ogof
Pottery
Pretty Way
Priddy
Priddy Green Passage
Pride Evans' Hole
Primrose Pot
Private Museum
Pyrenees
Quarry
Quartz
Read's Cavern
Red Quar
Reed's Cavern
Reservoir Hole
Rhino
Rhino Rift
Rocamadour
Roman Coins
Rope
Royal Hotel, Maidstone
Saban
St. Dunstan's Well
St. Gaudens
St. Girons
St. Helene
Salamander
Samer
Sandford Hill
Sayes' Hole
Scriber
Sea Caves
Shawad & Amphib. Mk II
Sheep
Sheffield
Shepton dig
Show Cave

PAGE
12, 13, (12, 13)
19, (54, 55)
15
32
17
18, 20, 42
23
(47-52)
34
23
16, 17
38
8
2, (66-68)
2, 5-7, 9-11, 17, 20, 21, 31, 33-37, 39-43
6
16
7
5-7, 23, 28, 30
32
8, 18, 26
18
25, 30
10
10
6, 11, 38, (59)
32
38
41
29
43, 44, (96-98)
13
8
9
23
1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31-33, 35, 37, 39, 40-42
9
11, 12, (76)
33
9, 10, 34, 35
10,11
13, 14, (14)
24, 35
9
8
18, (18)
5
2, (66)
25
39
13
38
10, 12-14, 17, 25, 29, 34-42
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SUBJECT
Sidcot School S. S.
Sidcot Swallet
Skull carrier
Slate
Soldier's Hole
South Crofty Mine
Speedwell Mine
Spider Hole
Stalagmite / tite
Stoke Lane Slocker
Stoke on Trent P.C.
Sump / syphon
Sump I
Sump II
Sun Hole
Survey
Swallet
Swildon's Hole
Swimming
Tarrascon
Taunton Museum
Thirteen Pots
Thunderstorm
Tinknells
Toad
Tooth
Torquay
Toulouse
Tufa (see Moonmilk)
Tusk
Twenty Foot Pot
Tynings Farm
University of Bristol S.S.
Upper Long Churn
Ursus arctos
Vaton
Velvet Bottom
Vonpit
Waldegrave Swallet
Wales
Warren Field
Water Supply
Weathercote
Well Chamber
Wells Golf Club
Wells Hill Plantation
Wells Museum
Wells Police
Wessex Cave Club
Western Mendip
Wet Way
White Scar Cave
White Spot Cave

PAGE
28
30, 38
25, 42
7
18, (61)
2
39
(59)
6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 17, 29, 33-37, 41-43
31, 33, 38, (85, 86)
38, 39
13-15, 26, 27, 33-36, 38, 39, 42, 43, (14, 15, 18)
8, 18, 20, 21, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 40, 42
8, 18, 19, 29, (19)
18
29, 34, (14, 15, 18, 19, 22, 28, 38, 41, 80, 97, 98)
6, 32, 33
5-8, 18-21, 22-30, 32-34, (22)
13, 14, 18
10
2
24
15
16
24
5-7, 20, 22
29
9
43
1, 20
8, 20, 32,
32
31
39
5
9
7
6
19, 40
16, 17
24
13
39
33
16
6
1-3, 6, 7, 15-17, 20, 22-24, 82, 83)
23, 31, 40
9, 10, 23, 38, 39
7
5-7, 23, 28, 30, 32
40
18
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SUBJECT
Willets Lane Hole
Wine
Wolf
Wookey Hole Cave
Wookey Hole Museum
Wort Pit
Yorkshire

PAGE
6, (69)
36
20
17, 25, 41, 42, (56, 62)
17
6
39, 40
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